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Abstract 

 

Lab-on-a-chip (LOC) is a microfluidic device integrating multiple functions in a 

chip of a few square centimeters. Transparent polymers are becoming the materials of 

choice for the fabrication of inexpensive and disposable devices. Among the polymers 

PMMA was selected for this thesis work because of its optical, mechanical and chemical 

characteristics, such as transparency, rigidity, good thermal stability, chemical inertness 

and high hydrophobicity. 

Different micro-manufacturing technologies are being used nowadays. Ultrafast 

laser technology, thanks to its intrinsic flexibility and the ability of femtosecond pulses 

to produce “cold” ablation of the irradiated volume with negligible collateral damage to 

the surroundings, is particularly suitable for rapid prototyping and high precision 

micromachining of LOC devices with complex microfluidic channel networks. However, 

parametrization of femtosecond laser processes is often based on a trial and error 

approach, which requires a lot of expensive experimental efforts.   

In order to avoid a time-consuming trial and error approach for the laser 

microfabrication, an accurate statistical Design of Experiment (DoE) procedure was 

defined to estimate the influence of the laser repetition rate, pulse energy, scanning speed, 

and hatch distance on the femtosecond laser micro milled depth of the microstructures. 

The Factorial design indicated that the pulse energy and its interaction with the other 

variables are the main factors affecting the depth. Once it was found the model describing 

the relationship between the response variable depth and the main laser parameters, as the 

outcome of the research, two different prototypes of polymeric LOCs were fabricated. 

The Circulating tumour cell (CTC) capturing device was realized by a smart 

microfabrication procedure by combining femtosecond laser technology and mechanical 

micro milling. The serpentine microchannel with micrometric precision was fabricated 

by femtosecond laser milling with negligible collateral damage of the surrounding 

material. While the inlet/outlet holes, which do not require high level of precision, were 

fabricated using mechanical micro milling. The device was assembled and sealed by using 

a facile and low-cost isopropanol assisted thermal bonding method. The bonding was 

established for two PMMA-PMMA slices at low temperature and pressure, which brought 
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strong adhesion and robust device without affecting the shape of the fabricated 

microchannels. The functionality of the device was tested to capture human Oral 

Squamous Carcinoma Cells from spiked suspension of OECM-1 cell culture medium. 

The LOCs for neuronal cell culturing were fabricated by exploiting two 

microfabrication methods, in particular femtosecond laser ablation and hot embossing. A 

compartmentalized design was chosen for the device in order to understand the 

communication between peripheral neurons and non-neuronal tissues. Communication 

between neurons and different cell populations is of massive interest to understand how 

the nervous system controls tissues, both in homeostatic and pathological conditions. The 

ability of femtosecond laser ablated, and hot embossed LOCs were assessed by 

immunocytochemistry for primary hippocampal cell culture. The observations showed 

that the primary hippocampal neurons are able to grow inside the devices and formed 

connections with neighboring cells and remained functional after 14 days. 
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Introduction 

Lab-on-a-chips (LOCs), defined as devices in which multiple laboratory techniques 

are integrated in a chip of few square centimeters, have tremendous potential for 

application in various fields of chemistry and life sciences. In the last years, polymeric 

LOCs have generated a huge interest because of their competitiveness in terms of 

production costs, production times and easy way to go from an idea to a physical chip. 

Different techniques are available for the polymeric LOCs production and they can be 

classified in replication and direct structuration techniques. The formers require the 

fabrication of a mould, whose geometry depends on the target application, replication and 

assembling of the entire device. Among all, hot embossing, injection moulding and soft 

lithography are the most promising replication methods to fabricate polymeric 

microdevices at low costs and in high quantity. Despite the effort to improve their 

flexibility due to the presence of the mould, replica technologies are rather inflexible 

when it comes to rapid prototyping or optimizing the design of novel microfluidic tools. 

Technologies based on direct micro structuring of the substrate remain much more 

convenient during the design of a new device. In particular, the flexibility of ultrafast 

laser technology enables rapid prototyping and high precision micromachining of LOC 

devices with complex microfluidic channel networks, without the need of expensive 

masks and facilities, as required by the lithographic process. Furthermore, the ability of 

femtosecond (fs) laser pulses to produce “cold” ablation of the irradiated volume, thus 

avoiding debris and recast layers without restriction of the substrate materials, makes this 

technology particularly suitable for micro- and sub-microfluidic device fabrication, albeit 

with higher costs compared to other traditional techniques, such as mechanical micro 

milling which is more convenient for larger features. 

In this thesis, two prototypes of polymeric lab-on-a-chip have been designed, 

fabricated and validated for different biological applications. The rapid prototyping of the 

LOCs was done by femtosecond laser-based procedures.  

 

The thesis is organized in six chapters: 

Chapter 1 gives a short insight on LOCs concept. The microfluidic phenomena at 

the microscale and potential for new applications are discussed. Furthermore, LOC 
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technology for rare cell isolation and LOC for capturing circulating tumour cells and 

generally used materials in the fabrication of LOCs are outlined. 

Chapter 2 is dealing with the state of the art of the fabrication technologies for 

rapid prototyping of polymeric lab-on-a-chip devices. Various methods such as soft 

lithography, hot embossing, mechanical micro milling, femtosecond laser milling and 

finally various bonding technologies to assemble the micro devices are detailed.  

Chapter 3 is describing the materials, the fabrication setup and the instruments for 

post process analysis of the machined samples employed during this thesis work. 

Furthermore, the setups used for the final assembled LOCs validation are described. 

Chapter 4 is detailing an accurate Design of experiment (DoE) procedure to 

estimate the influence of the laser repetition rate, pulse energy, scanning speed, and hatch 

distance on the fs-laser micro milling process of polymer specimens in terms of depth of 

removed material (Dh). 

In Chapter 5 the developing and testing of a new smart procedure for the 

microfabrication of a polymeric LOC for capturing of CTC by exploiting fs-laser 

technology, mechanical micro milling and solvent assisted thermal bonding is described. 

In Chapter 6 the fabrication of polymeric LOCs by exploiting fs-laser milling and 

hot embossing for the culturing of primary hippocampal cells is presented.  
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Chapter 1 

Lab-On-a-chip 

 

1.1 Introduction  

A Lab-On-a-Chip (LOC) is a device for controlling and manipulating fluid flows 

with length scales less than a millimeter. It integrates and automates multiple high-

resolution laboratory techniques such as synthesis and analysis of chemicals or fluid 

testing into a system that fits on a chip.  

The core of LOC devices is usually represented by a network of microchannels, as 

shown in the example in Figure 1.1, that are used to process the sample. These channels 

are sometimes thinner than a human hair, with a size of about 10 to 100 µm, and allow 

manipulating small volumes of liquids (generally between 10−9 and 10−18 liters).  

Over the last 10-20 years, LOC devices have demonstrated their potential and 

benefits for many applications, including point-of-care diagnostics, genomic and 

proteomic research, analytical chemistry, environmental monitoring, and the detection of 

biohazards.  

The most significant benefits of miniaturized LOC systems compared to bulkier 

analytical instruments are associated with the scaling down of the size [1]. Among them, 

the most important are reduced consumption of reagents and samples, faster reaction 

times, limited exposure to dangerous chemicals, possibility of parallel and multiplexed 

analysis, lower power supply, reduced manufacturing costs.  
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Figure 1.1: Example of Lab-On-a-Chip device. Image from 

http://www.elveow.com/microfluidic-tutorials/microfluidic-reviews-

and-tutorials/microfluidics/. 

The science that studies liquid properties in such small structures is known as 

microfluidics. Recently, microfluidics has received enormous attention because of the 

availability of technologies for fabricating individual and integrated flow configurations 

with length scales on the order of tens and hundreds of microns [2][3], and the 

development of new techniques for analysing very small quantities (typically less than 1 

microliter) of biological samples and manipulating single cells. Such biotechnological 

advancements have led to an increasing demand for cheap portable devices able to 

perform simple analytical tasks. The growing attention of the scientific community 

towards LOC is remarked by the significant increase of the number of scientific 

publications in the field in the last 20 years (Figure 1.2). 

  
Figure 1.2: Growth of scientific publications related to Lab-On-a-chip 

(Analysis result from Scopus). 
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A microfluidic system usually includes a series of components with specific 

functionalities, like i.e. introducing reagents and samples, transporting and mixing these 

fluids within the microfluidic network by using integrated or external pumps precisely 

controlled and valves. Furthermore, various other functional elements can be interfaced 

or directly integrated into the chip, such as optical, electrical or magnetic detectors for 

microanalysis and components for purification of products for systems used in synthesis. 

The increasing demand for further miniaturization of devices poses the goal to fully 

integrate several different functionalities into a unique chip and using only very small 

fluid volumes.  

The fluid phenomena that dominate liquids at the submillimetre length scale are 

significantly different from those that dominate at the macroscale. For example, the 

relative effect of the force produced by gravity at microscale dimensions is greatly 

reduced compared to the macroscale. Conversely, surface tension and capillary forces 

play a major role at the microscale. These forces can be useful for a variety of tasks, such 

as passively pumping fluids in microchannels [4]; precisely place cells in a variety of non 

overlapping patterns in microchannels [5], filtering various analyses [6], and forming 

monodisperse droplets in multiphase fluid streams [7]. Furthermore, liquid transport 

inside LOC devices is characterized by a well-defined laminar flow, a controllable 

diffusion enabling defined concentration gradients on the length scales of single-cells, 

high-speed serial processing, high degree of parallelization [8]. These examples represent 

only a fraction of the myriad of scaling effects leading to new phenomena arising at the 

microscale.  

In a near future by the commercialisation, LOC devices with their ability to perform 

complete diagnosis of a patient during the time of a consultation, will change our way of 

practicing medicine. Diagnosis will be done by people with lower qualifications, thus 

enabling doctors to focus only on treatment. Real time diagnosis will increase the chances 

of survival for patients in emergency services and will allow the appropriate treatment to 

be given to each patient. A complete diagnosis will greatly reduce antibiotic resistance, 

which is currently one of the biggest challenges of the decade. The ability to perform 

diagnosis at low cost will also routinely change the way we see medicine and then enable 

us to detect illnesses at an earlier stage and treat them as soon as possible. In developing 

countries, LOC will enable healthcare providers to open diagnostics to a wider population 
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and to give the appropriate treatment to people who really need it without the use of rare 

and costly medications. 

1.2  Lab-on-a-chip for rare cell isolation 

Manipulation and analysis of cells and particles suspended in microfluidic 

platforms raise great interest in biomedical applications, such as oncology [9], stem cell 

research [10], and genomic mapping [11]. Isolating targeted cells from the surrounding 

environment, e.g., blood sample, is tremendously beneficial in diagnostic and therapeutic 

operations. In this regard, capturing the least abundant cells plays a vital role in diagnosis 

of some lethal diseases, such as malaria [12], cancer [13], and HIV [14]. For example, 

collecting the circulating tumor cells (CTCs) [15] and fetal cells [16] in peripheral blood 

is essential for early detection of cancer and parental diagnosis of chromosomal diseases. 

Moreover, purified cell samples with enhanced concentration of cells of interest provide 

a rich environment to study the biological and physical properties of those cells. The non-

microfluidic techniques developed for cell separation, such as membrane filtration [17], 

centrifugation method [18], fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) [19], and 

magnetic activated cell sorting (MACS) [20], cover a wide range of applications. 

However, microfluidic-based devices introduce several advantages, including higher 

processing rates, lower sample use, enhanced spatial resolution, and increased 

accessibility due to lower cost [21]. In addition, contrary to the conventional cytometry 

techniques, which depend on biochemical labels for cell identification and therefore their 

use is limited to some applications, microfluidic methods are label-free because the 

trapping of cells and particles is based on their intrinsic physical characteristics, including 

size, shape, deformability, density, polarizability, and magnetic susceptibility. Exploiting 

these properties, the separation is achieved by applying the relevant force fields, such as 

optical [22], electric [23], magnetic [24], acoustic [25] and hydrodynamic forces [26]. 

The controlling mechanisms in the aforementioned handling techniques can be classified 

in two categories: passive methods where their functionality is established by harnessing 

microchannel geometrical effects and nonlinear hydrodynamic forces and active methods 

based on the application of external force fields. 
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Passive separation and sorting techniques  

There are several methods that can be implemented to passively separate particles 

while flowing in the channel. The separation is mainly performed on the basis of particle 

dimension, and it can be obtained choosing the proper channel geometry.  

Filtration is the process of flowing a cell samples through an array of micro-scale 

filters, constituted by weirs, pillars or pores integrated in the chip orthogonal to the flow 

propagation direction in order to capture target cells based on a combination of size and 

deformability (Figure 1.3(a)). This is a simple approach that has the drawback of high 

risk of clogging, which reduces the separation efficiency and selectivity. A different 

filtering approach is constituted by hydrodynamic filtration shown in Figure 1.3(b). Side 

branches, perpendicular to the main flow, are fabricated. A secondary flow injected into 

the main one pushes the particles asides and allows precise control on the maximum 

dimension of the particles directed to the lateral channel [27]. 

 

Figure 1.3: (a) Filtration mechanisms: (A) weir, (B) pillar, (C) pore 

[28]. (b) Cell sorting by hydrodynamic filtration. (A) Cells are injected 

into the microfluidic device and are pushed toward the outlets. (B) Small 

cells exit out of the proximal branches whereas (C) large cells exit out 

of the distal branches [29]. 
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A different method is Deterministic Lateral Displacement (DLD) [30]. Using a 

matrix of obstacles with optimized dimensions and separations, it is possible to force big 

particles toward a preferred direction. Figure 1.4 (a) shows the schematic principle of the 

technique. For example, using micropillars displaced in the channel, it is possible to 

influence the path of cells larger than a certain threshold diameter. The smaller particles 

instead are not influenced on average by the presence of the pillars [31].  

Pinched flow fractionation (PFF) instead is a passive sorting technique that can be 

used for continuous sizing of particles in a microchannel by employing the characteristics 

of laminar flow. The fluid containing the particles to be sorted is focused by a particle-

free fluid, as depicted in Figure 1.4 (b). The microchannel includes a 'pinched segment' 

where particles are aligned to one of the sidewalls by controlling the flow rates of both 

fluids. In laminar flow, a particle has a tendency to flow along the streamline passing 

through its center of mass. For smaller particles the streamlines passing through their 

center of mass are closer to the channel wall, while for larger particles they are closer to 

the center of the channel. The mixture of fluid and particles coming out of the pinched 

segment is separated by the spreading of the streamlines according to their sizes [32]. 

 

Figure 1.4: (a) Principle of the deterministic lateral displacement 

separation method [27]. (b) Schematic illustration of pinched flow 

fractionation (PFF) [32]. 
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Active separation and sorting techniques 

Acoustophoresis is the process of deflection of a particle from its fluid path by 

applying an acoustic standing wave. When a particle is placed in an acoustic field, it 

undergoes a force proportional to the third power of its radius. Therefore, the larger the 

particle the higher the force experienced. This effect can be used for size-based sorting of 

the particles as shown in Figure 1.5 (a) [33]. 

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) has been widely used for electrically controlled trapping, 

focusing, translation, fractionation and characterization of particles that are suspended in 

a fluid [34][35]. In this approach a highly non uniform electric field is applied, which 

polarizes particles that migrate towards the regions of higher intensity (positive DEP) or 

in the opposite direction (negative DEP), depending on the electrical permeability of both 

the particles and the fluid. It is interesting to note that the DEP force is proportional to the 

cube of the particle’s diameter, thus enabling the separation of cells with very small size 

difference (Figure 1.5 (b)). 

 

 

Figure 1.5: (a) Schematic principle of an acoustic based sorter [33]. (b) 

Schematic design of a DEP device with liquid microelectrode array on 

the sidewall, where due to the size dependence of the force it is possible 

to separate particles [36]. 

Magnetophoresis is capable to separate at high throughput magnetically labelled 

cell populations using magnetic forces [37][38]. The labelling is a necessary step since 

the only cells that show a sufficient magnetic susceptibility are deoxygenated red blood 

cells (RBCs) and magnetotactic bacteria. Moreover, using different magnetic targets with 

different magnetic responses, it is possible to obtain multiple output separations and not 

only a binary sample separation.  

Optical sorting uses the interaction of light with the particles to manipulate the 

sample positions. Different configurations can be implemented. Particles size, shape and 

refractive index are just some of the characteristics on which this sorting can be 
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performed. Moreover, one of the main advantages of this approach is the high spatial 

selectivity, giving rise to the non ordinary possibility to isolate and to manipulate only 

one cell per time.  

 

1.2.1 LOC techniques for capturing circulating tumour cells 

(CTC) 

Analysis of circulating tumour cells (CTCs) is a promising way to monitor cancer 

progression and effectiveness of therapy. CTCs are cells that have shed from the primary 

or metastatic tumour and intravasated into the blood stream. CTC isolation and analysis 

can give a clear insight into the disease biology and its behaviour.  Currently the most 

common CTC isolation method is relying on immunomagnetic cell capture by targeting 

the epithelial cell adhesion molecule known as EpCAM. In this method immunomagnetic 

beads and a cell isolation are incubating with anti-EpCAM or anti-N-cadherin antibodies 

for conjugation.  

From the past few years several techniques have been used for the detection, 

enrichment and counting of circulating tumour cells (CTCs). All these techniques are 

targeting distinctive physical (size, density, etc.) or biological (tumour markers, 

immunoaffinity) characteristics of CTCs and can exploit different working principles 

such as immunomagnetism or microfluidics.  

Size based microfluidic methods have some challenges like membrane clogging 

when using whole blood samples, due to the high concentration of blood cells. As a 

solution for this, devices with various pores sizes and shapes have been developed [39]. 

Moreover, some other techniques are also employed such as fluid assisted separation 

technology from Clinomics [40], or CTC-iChip (Figure 1.6) which combines three 

technologies to separate CTCs from whole blood [41]. 
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Figure 1.6: An example of CTC-iChip. This CTC-iChip is composed of 

two separate microfluidic devices that consists three different 

microfluidic components engineered for inline operation: DLD to 

remove nucleated cells from whole blood by size-based deflection by 

using a specially designed array of posts performed in CTC-iChip1, 

inertial focusing to line up cells to prepare for precise magnetic 

separation and magnetophoresis for sensitive separation of bead-labeled 

WBCs and unlabeled CTCs, which are performed in CTC-iChip2. PLTs, 

platelets [41].  

In immunoaffinity based (immune magnetic) separation the CTCs are differentiated 

by targeting surface antigens or removing background cells by targeting antigens that 

CTCs lack. But the heterogeneity of antigens that are present on the surface of a CTC is 

a challenge for this type of separation technique [42].  

Immunoaffinity based CTC technique is one of the first methods developed for 

capturing CTCs [43]. This method uses specific antigens that are expressed on the surface 

of CTCs and are not expressed on other cells. CTCs can be separated from blood cells by 

targeting surface antigens using specific antibodies.  This method is termed as a positive 

enrichment immunoaffinity based technique. In negative enrichment methods, antigens 

are expressed on the other blood cell that are marked and are not expressed on CTCs.  In 

positive enrichment methods one type of antigen (EpCAM) is generally used. It is an 

epithelial surface tumour marker and provide a high purity separation. 

Microfluidic immunocapture positive enrichment  

Microfluidic devices, which are created by microfabrication methods contains 

structures that are comparable to the cell length scale. These devices allow for the precise 
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control over sample flow, which is important since this affects cell-antibody contact and 

therefore the cell capture efficiency [42]. 

An example for microfluidic immunocapture positive enrichment, a microfluidic 

device as a High Throughput Micro Sampling Unit (HTMSU) (Figure 1.7), that separates 

CTCs from the blood sample using surface immobilized monoclonal antibodies by 

targeting unique membrane proteins. The CTCs are captured and fixed on the monoclonal 

antibody coated walls of the microchannels and, after capturing, they can be released by 

trypsin. This method results in unlabelled viable cells and, most importantly, it is simple 

and low cost and can be also automated [44]. A unique attribute of this particular 

microfluidic device is the ability to detect the CTCs by using an integrated Platinum (Pt) 

conductivity sensor by detecting the electrical properties of CTCs. Since the detection 

provides a quantitative measurement of CTCs staining, cytometry is not needed and 

allows approximately 100% recovery of mostly viable cells [44]. 

 

Figure 1.7: An example for the process operation of the HTMSU used 

for the positive selection of LNCaP cells. Also shown is the chemistry 

used for the immobilization of the cell selection elements, aptamers, to 

the PMMA surface [45].  

Another example for microfluidic immunocapture positive enrichment is a 

chemically functionalized CTC chip using anti-EpCAM antibody. The microfluidic 
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device is consisting of an array of micro posts within a surface area which is 

functionalized with the anti-EpCAM anti body [46]. The geometric arrangement of micro 

posts and velocity of the fluid flow promote the cell attachment to the antibody. Low 

throughput and therefore the inability to analyse large sample volume is considered as a 

drawback of this microfluidic method. It has been reported that approximately 60% 

recovery rate is achieved with cancer cell line spiked blood samples, and a similar result 

is obtained with clinical samples from cancerous patients with approximately 98% cell 

viability [47].  

A geometrically enhanced differential immunocapture (GEDI) chip is also a 

microfluidic method which combines positive enrichment using antibody-coated micro 

posts with hydrodynamic chromatography to minimize nonspecific leukocyte adhesion. 

The geometry of the device has been designed to maximize streamline distortion and thus 

bring CTCs in contact with immune-coated walls for capture [48]. When the impact of 

the cells with the coated wall does not result in capture, the cells are displaced onto 

different streamlines depending on their size and collision inclination. This property of 

the GEDI chip can increase the purity of cell capture by decreasing unwanted interaction 

opportunities of the nontarget blood cells with immune-coated surfaces. 

1.3 Lab on a chip for in vitro cell cultures 

In vitro studies are performed with microorganisms, cells, or biological molecules 

outside their normal biological context. Generally called "test-tube experiments", these 

studies in biology and its subdisciplines are traditionally done in labware such as test 

tubes, flasks, Petri dishes, and microtiter plates. Studies conducted using components of 

an organism that have been isolated from their usual biological surroundings permit a 

more detailed or more convenient analysis than can be done with whole organisms. 

Cell culture is the way to study cells behaviour in response to their environment by 

allowing growing cells in an artificial environment [49]. Several cell culture methods are 

being used nowadays depending on cells properties and applications. Amongst them, 3D 

in vitro cell culture has been used very often as it has found to be more convenient features 

compared to other alternative conventional cell culture methods such as 2D cell culture.  

2D cell culture (Figure 1.8) consists of a monolayer system that allows cell growth 

over a flat surface, typically on polyester or glass [50], in the presence of a medium that 
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feeds the growing cell population. Due to the simplicity of 2D cell culture, this model 

cannot accurately depict and simulate the rich environment and complex processes 

observed in vivo such as cell signalling, chemistry or geometry [51]. Consequently, data 

gathered with 2D cell culture methods could be misleading and non-predictive for in vivo 

applications [49]. 

 

Figure 1.8: A SEM image of 2D cell culture (from infinitebio.com) 

3D cell culture can be defined as the culture of living cells within micro devices 

and supports that present a three-dimensional structure mimicking tissue and organ 

specific microarchitecture [52].  

3D cell culture facilitates cell differentiation and tissue organization by using 

micro-assembled structures and a complex environmental parameters [52]. In the 3D 

environment the cells tend to be more subjected to morphological and physiological 

changes. This method possesses easier control and monitoring over growing cells through 

the adjustment of microenvironment parameters such as temperature, chemical gradients, 

oxygen rate (gas permeability), pH, etc. 

3D cell culture also grants the possibility to grow simultaneously two different 

cellular populations with co-cultures accurately reproducing cellular functions observed 

within a tissue. The interactions between the same cells and other cells are obviously a 

key element in the study of cells functions.  

3D cell culture method has some noticeable downsides that would most likely be 

overcome by technological advances. That is some scaffold matrices incorporate 

compounds from animal or other unwanted sources (eg: virus) that could interfere with 

the cell culture [53]. Some other matrices provide good cell adherence and making cell 

removal more difficult.  
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Microfluidic technologies bring an accurate, long term and controlled 3D cell 

culture by using biocompatible microfluidic chips that facilitate tissue manipulation and 

studies. Particularly, organs-on-chip (OOC), that are considered as a subset of lab-on-a-

chips, replicate key functions of living organs [54] by mimicking the microstructures 

depending on the biochemical functionalities and dynamic mechanical properties of 

organs. OOCs open a door to mimic human body systems as in vitro for diagnostics, 

clinical studies etc. Several in vitro models of human body systems are commonly 

available such as cardiovascular, respiratory, nervous, digestive, endocrine and 

integumentary systems and pathologies. 

Cardiovascular System 

In vitro microfluidic devices are helpful for the diagnostics, clinical studies and 

drug screening in cardiovascular pathologies by reducing the intervention time and set 

upping more efficient therapies.  A conduit like design of the microfluidic device brings 

precise control over fluid flow conditions and shear stress. Therefore, microfluidic 

devices are likely to be used as reductionist models of cardiovascular biology than to 

study heart related issues as for example, to mimic blood flow and predict injuries to 

blood vessel.  

In vitro models of microfluidic cardiac cell culture would recreate mechanical 

loading conditions seen in both normal and pathological conditions and allow 

hemodynamic stimulation of cardiomyocytes by directly coupling cell structure and 

function with fluid induced loading [55]. 

Microfluidic in vitro models of cardiovascular system opens a door to study 

angiogenesis [56], artery structure and network [57], vascular endothelial function [58], 

vaso occlusive processes [59] (Figure 1.9), thrombosis [60], evaluating hypertensive 

micro vessels [61], anti hypertensive drug effects [62] and long term vascular contractility 

[63].  
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Figure 1.9: Biochip with subdividing interconnecting microchannels 

(array of pillars) that decrease in size to mimic cell flow and adhesion 

in microvasculature to study of vaso-occlusive processes. 

Respiratory System 

The respiratory diseases usually act by affecting the airways, the structure of the 

lung tissue, blood circulation in the lungs or involve a combination of these three. 

Microfluidic platform is found to be a tool for studying respiratory system 

pathophysiology because it allows to successfully model the tissue interface and precisely 

control the fluidic parameters.  

Biomimetic microsystems reproduce the alveolar-capillary interface of the human 

lung as an alternative to animal and clinical studies, for drug screening and toxicology 

applications [64] (Figure 1.10). Several biomimetic models, BioMEMs or microfluidic-

based devices have been developed with the purpose of highlighting and modelling 

important issues in lung development, differentiation, homeostasis and disease [65].  

 
Figure 1.10: Human breathing lung-on-a-chip microdevice, a 

biomimetic microsystem that reconstitutes the alveolar-capillary 

interface of the lungs. 

As far as the onset of lung diseases is concerned, microfluidic devices are necessary 

for the study and early detection of these diseases. The molecular processes underlying 

pathologies such as malignant transformation of bronchial epithelial cells due to tobacco 
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[66], protein-induced lung inflammation [67], chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [68] 

and idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis [69] are some of them.  

Digestive and Excretory Systems 

A variety of diseases negatively affecting the digestive system lead to 

gastrointestinal organ damage and function deterioration. Stomach and oesophagus 

cancer, short bowel syndrome, faecal incontinence and trauma are among the pathologies 

affecting gastrointestinal function and urging for a treatment. 

Microfluidic complex systems to create in vitro models of the intestine are valuable 

tools to study gut function under normal or diseased conditions and also to perform drug 

screening and toxicity assays. Human gut-on-a-chip is a well-established microfluidic 

device model for this purpose [70]. It consists of two microfluidic channels with a flexible 

porous membrane coated with extracellular matrix lined by gut epithelial cells (Caco-2) 

(Figure 1.11). The device is able to recreate gut structure with its mechanical, absorptive, 

transport and pathophysiological properties.  

 
Figure 1.11: Gut-on-a-chip device. Vertical cross-section representing 

the on-chip generation of intestinal villi obtained by villus 

morphogenesis of Caco-2 cells. The up-scale of this system leads to the 

production of gut-on-a-chip platforms. 

Furthermore, microfluidic-based devices to investigate liver drug metabolism and 

toxicity [71] are to be considered as fundamental tools to address liver pathologies for the 

better understanding of molecular toxicity mechanisms and simulate drug-drug and 

organ-organ interactions. 

A perfect example of how microfluidics can be successfully applied to treat 

pancreatic dysfunctions comes from the “bionic pancreas” developed for type 1 diabetes. 

This device takes advantage of the continuous glucose monitoring along with 

subcutaneous delivery of both rapid-acting insulin and glucagon to lower/increase blood 

glucose levels [72]. 
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Nervous system 

Understanding the central nervous system (CNS) has a relevant role in life science. 

Development and adapting innovative technologies help to increase our understanding of 

CNS disorders. To this purpose in vitro techniques are a major tool for investigating 

cellular changes and dysfunctions associated with CNS disorders.  

Different in vitro techniques have already been developed for neuronal cultures to 

mimic the in vivo settings, where neurons can be probed, controlled and cultured under 

greater constraints. The compartmentalisation design of the device (Figure 1.12) has 

made a great breakthrough in neuronal culture and related studies. In such an 

arrangement, the neurons are cultured in one compartment and extend their axons to a 

second compartment which allows the control over distinct neuronal regions. 

Furthermore, the compartmentalised structure opens a door to perform biochemical 

analysis and precise physicochemical treatments on isolated axonal fractions. 

 

Figure 1.12: Two-compartment microfluidic culture system bridged by 

microchannels 

Mixed primary cultures, including both neurons and astrocytes have proven to be a 

useful method associated with neurobiological research [73]. However, it is difficult to 

gain control over the parameters that influence the cellular microenvironment and 

neuronal connectivity. Indeed, creation of patterned neuronal networks that are 

environmentally isolated or localised transfection of cell population is difficult to achieve 

using conventional cell culture methods. Microfluidic procedures have been found to be 

a solution for this problem which enables greater control of cell patterning, manipulation 

and regulation of extracellular environments.  

Compartmentalized microfluidic devices have been shown to be highly 

advantageous to understand the complex network circuit in the central neural system.  

Such devices have been used to understand the communication between peripheral 
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neurons and non-neuron tissues. The communication between neurons and different cell 

populations helps to understand how the nervous system controls tissues, both in 

homeostatic and pathological conditions.  

The microfluidic devices allow complex but ordered in vitro models for CNS which 

facilitate the application of localised chemical stimuli, increase the throughput of 

monitored responses and reduce the amount of drugs required per experiment. This makes 

microfluidic system a versatile, low cost and useful tool to screen new drugs as well as 

examine the genetic changes associated with CNS conditions.  

Most of the in vitro approaches comprises intra system cocultures such as coculture 

of neurons and oligodendrocytes [74], neurons and Schwann cells [75]. Some intersystem 

cocultures are also often used such as neurons and osteoblasts as an example for coculture 

between the nervous and the skeletal system [76]. Coculture of neurons and myocytes is 

another example for the combination of nervous and muscular systems [77]. 

1.4 Materials for Lab-On-a-chip 

It is possible to identify three main kinds of materials in which LOC devices are 

usually fabricated. 

• Silicon was among the first materials elected in the fabrication of microfluidic 

devices because of its high surface stability and thermal conductivity, moreover it 

is compatible with solvents. Today silicon is less employed due to the high costs 

and the opacity of the surfaces (except for IR) so that it is not adequate for 

microfluidic devices where optical analyses in the visible wavelength range have 

to be performed. 

• Glass is another material early used in microfluidic chip manufacturing. It has 

good surface stability, thermal conductivity and solvent compatibility properties. 

Moreover, glass is biocompatible, chemically inert, hydrophilic and allows 

efficient coatings. Its surface chemistry, superior optical transparency and high-

pressure resistance make it the best choice for many applications. The main 

drawback of glass in microfluidic chips is its high cost. 

• Polymer materials are very common nowadays for the fabrication of LOC devices. 

Polymers are very cheap as compared to silicon and glass. Thus, they can be used 

for the mass production of LOC devices for commercial purposes. Apart from the 
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low cost, polymeric materials meet most of the requirements for a microfluidic 

device such as chemical stability, biocompatibility, nontoxicity, permeability to 

oxygen and gas, optical transparency and excellent replication fidelity. Moreover, 

the hydrophobicity makes polymers suitable/unsuitable for many microfluidic 

applications. Depending on the fabrication method and microfluidic applications 

various polymers are being used.  

PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) is a transparent and flexible elastomer that 

is widely used because it is very easy and cheap to fabricate PDMS LOCs by 

casting. Moreover, LOCs made of PDMS offer the advantages of easy integration 

of quake microvalves for fast flow switch and permeability of air for cell culture 

studies. But PDMS has severe drawbacks from the industrial point of view. It is 

not suitable for industrial production because the material is subject to aging and 

it is hard to integrate electrodes into a PDMS chip. Furthermore, it is not 

compatible with high throughput fabrication methods such as laser micro 

structuring, mechanical micro milling, injection molding and hot embossing etc. 

Thermoplastics such as Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), Polycarbonate 

(PC) and Polystyrene (PS) are also being used for the fabrication of LOCs. Being 

rigid materials, such polymers compatible with high throughput fabrication 

processes of chips such as laser micro structuring, mechanical micro milling, hot 

embossing etc. Since they offer the possibility to integrate microelectrodes, 

thermoplastic materials are considered as good candidates for the industrialization 

of LOCs.  

 

Microfluidic elements made of metal or ceramic can also be found, particularly for 

the micro reaction field, in which high temperatures and very aggressive chemicals are 

used and which frequently require materials with high thermal conductivity [78].  

In conclusion, each material has specific properties that determine advantages and 

drawbacks, so that the choice has to be done considering the desired features and 

applications of the resulting microfluidic device [79].  
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Chapter 2 

State of the art of  

various microfabrication techniques 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter is dealing with the fabrication technologies for rapid prototyping of 

polymeric Lab-On-a-Chip devices. Various methods such as soft lithography, hot 

embossing, mechanical micro milling, femtosecond laser ablation and bonding are 

discussed here. Five different soft lithographic techniques for LOC manufacturing are 

explained.  Three distinct hot embossing methods and mold fabrication for hot embossing 

are detailed, subsequently fabrication of LOC by hot embossing is described. Mechanical 

micro milling and its technical aspects are explained. Afterwards, the LOC fabrication by 

mechanical milling is outlined. Femtosecond laser ablation features of ultra short pulse 

processing and, eventually, femtosecond laser ablation for LOC fabrication are described. 

Finally, various indirect, direct bonding methods and surface treatments for thermoplastic 

microfluidic devices are discussed.  

2.2 Soft lithography 

The transfer of patterns from a mold to another substrate/surface is referred as 

lithography. The pattern transfer required in microfabrication is usually carried out with 

photolithography. Photolithography is the basic technology used to fabricate many 

microelectronic boards or devices. Photolithography is an expensive technique and can 

only pattern a small area at a time. This technique can be applied to a limited number of 

materials due to the etching chemistry and is also limited in the geometric designs that 

can be reproduced. The features size of the pattern is limited by the diffraction of the 

light. Since photolithography is confined to flat silicon substrates, fabrication of 

electronic circuits on plastic sheets or curved surfaces is not possible.  
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To overcome this limitation, a new non-photolithographic micropatterning method 

for surface modification using flexible molds or stamps has been developed by 

Whitesides et al. in 1990s [80]. This method allows low cost pattering for laboratory 

purposes by using a previously patterned stamp instead of using hard radiations 

(UV/Visible, X-ray or e-beam), therefore this method is named as soft lithography.  

Relying on the stamps being used, soft lithography technique is able to produce 

surface modification in micro and nano scale range. Soft lithography technique can 

produce three dimensional structures with lateral dimensions of about 30nm-500µm. Soft 

lithography has a lot of advantages such as the possibility of patterning UV sensitive 

materials, patterning on nonplanar surfaces as well as large surfaces, does not have any 

diffraction limits and also it is a clean room free fabrication method. Soft lithography has 

been used to fabricate micro/nano structures using various polymer materials such as 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polystyrene (PS), poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA), 

poly(etherimide) (PEI), and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). Many researchers have 

established various soft lithographic techniques and subsequently developed various 

microdevices for different applications in life science.  

2.2.1 Different methods of soft lithography for LOC 

fabrication 

Different methods of soft lithography are available to make precise patterns at the 

micro- and/or nanoscale on planar and nonplanar surfaces. Some well established soft 

lithographic methods for different commercial application are (1) replica mold (REM), 

(2) microcontact printing (µCP), (3) micro molding in capillaries (MIMIC), (4) solvent 

assisted micro molding (SAMIM) and (5) micro transfer molding (µTM). 

2.2.1.1 Replica mold (REM) technique 

Replica molding is a simple, reliable and very old method by which the micro- or 

nanopatterns are duplicated on a polymeric material from the surface of a master mold 

[81].  By this technique patterns with features of less than 100 nm size can be obtained. 

Usually, replication mold technique is employed for the mass production of commercially 

available devices such as diffraction gratings [82], microtools [83] compact disks (CDs) 
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[84] and holograms [85].  The master mold is generally manufactured using standard 

photo lithography or micromachining techniques on a rigid material such as Silicon, 

Nickel, glass or SU8. The replica mold or elastomeric stamp is fabricated by cast-

molding. Basically, the casting process consists of three steps: a prepolymer of the 

elastomer is poured onto the master mold, cured and taken off.  

PDMS is the most globally accepted and widely used elastomer for casting process 

compared to other elastomers like polyimides, novolac resins and polyurethanes. PDMS 

is composed of inorganic siloxane and organic methyl groups. PDMS is commonly 

available on the market as two parts: one is the prepolymer and the other is its curing 

agent. They both are usually in liquid form at room temperature and have a very low glass 

transition temperature. The liquid prepolymer can be easily converted into solid elastomer 

by cross linking after adding the curing agent.  

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of process flow of master mold 

fabrication using UV lithography. (i) Silicon substrate, (ii) SU8 is spin 

coated on silicon wafer, (iii) exposure of UV light and (iv) pattern 

obtained after developing. 

The Figure (2.1) represents the typical processing steps for the fabrication of a 

master mold. Since the need of precise structures with minimum feature size ranging from 

1µm to tens of micrometers and high aspect ratios ranging from 1 to 20, SU8 negative 

photoresist is considered as the material for the master. The required thickness of the 

master can be obtained by spin coating the SU8 on a flat silicon substrate. The required 

thickness of the photoresist is depending on the spin coating parameters such as spin 

speed, spin time and acceleration of the spin. The spin coated photoresist is then soft 

baked two times, usually 5 minutes at 65⁰C and again 12 minutes at 95⁰C.  A mask plate, 

containing the microstructures to be transferred, is kept above the sample which is 
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exposed to UV light (365nm wavelength) for a few seconds. Then the UV exposed sample 

undergoes a soft bake for 5 minutes at 65⁰C and again for 1 hour at 95⁰C. The patterns of 

the mask plate are now transferred to the photoresist and can be repeatedly used as the 

master for casting process to make polymer replicas.  

 

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of process flow of PDMS stamps 

fabrication (i) SU8 master mold on silicon substrate (ii) PDMS 

prepolymer poured on SU8 (iii) peeling off PDMS replica after curing 

(iv) fabricated PDMS replica. 

Figure (2.2) shows the cast molding processing steps in the fabrication of PDMS 

replicas using the prefabricated photoresist master. The silicone base and curing agent of 

commonly available PDMS elastomer is taken at the ratio of 10:1 in a Petri dish. A manual 

stirring and vigorous agitation is required for a thorough mixing. During the mixing air 

bubbles may arise so that the mixture is kept inside a vacuum desiccator for 1 hour to 

remove the unwanted air bubbles. The mixture is then poured onto the photoresist master 

mold and put inside a preheated oven at 80⁰C for 2 hours and 30 minutes. The curing of 

PDMS happens at this time by crosslinking of the prepolymer by the curing agent. The 

casted PDMS can be peeled off from photoresist master mold after allowing it to cool 

down at the room temperature. The obtained PDMS replica will have a reverse pattern of 

the photoresist master mold. Figure (2.3) shows the SEM images of three different 

photoresist master molds and Figure (2.4) shows the corresponding PDMS replica 

patterns. 
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Figure 2.3: SEM images of three different SU8 master mold patterns 

 

Figure 2.4: SEM images of three different PDMS mold patterns 

corresponding to SU8 master mold patterns shown in Figure 2.3 

Replica molding is generally used for the rapid prototyping of the microfluidic 

devices [86] in which the microchannels are imprinted to PDMS stamp from the 

photoresist master mold. The microchannels are covered with a plane glass plate and 

bonding of both surfaces is carried out by oxygen plasma treatment. Since PDMS is 

flexible, the inlet and outlet holes to the microchannels are made simply by punching at 

the desired dimensions.  

Replica molding has several disadvantages for fabricating complex features with 

enough precision and it is necessary to use photo lithography each time in case of 

experimenting various features and feature size for the master mold. In the particular case 

of PDMS, it has approximately 1% of shrinking tendency upon curing [87]. Also, treating 

with organic solvents such as toluene and hexane causes swelling of the cured PDMS. 

PDMS has low thermal expansion and Young’s Modulus so that dimensional variations 

arise especially for multilayered structures. Furthermore, very high or very low aspect 

ratios (h/l) of the microstructures would cause defects in patterns (Figure 2.5) due to the 

elastomeric character of PDMS. Due to gravity, adhesion or capillary forces, a stress may 

be induced on PDMS which eventually leads to the failure of microchannel formation.  
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of defects in patterns due to high 

or low aspect ratio structures: A(i) expected structure with high aspect 

ratio A(ii) resultant collapsed structure; B(i) expected structure with low 

aspect ratio B(ii) resultant sagged structure. 

The main technical problems are: 

(1) The PDMS microstructures fall under their own weight at very higher aspect 

ratio. Figure 5 A(i) shows the structure with high aspect ratio to be obtained and A(ii) 

shows the resultant collapsed structure. At the best, aspect ratios ranging from 0.2 to 2 

can be achieved to get defect-free replicas.  

(2) The PDMS microstructures with very low aspect ratio usually sag down at 

because the structures are not able to withstand the compression force and adhesion 

between the stamp and substrate. Figure 5 B(i) shows a typical expected structure with 

low aspect ratio features while B(ii) shows the resultant sagged structure. The sagging of 

microstructures can be avoided by adding non-functional posts or rigid supports in the 

design.  

Several researchers have successfully developed replica mold techniques for 

fabricating microfluidic devices for various biomedical purposes. Ian D. Block et al., 

demonstrated a replica-molding method for submicron patterning (550nm periodic) of a 

low-index sol–gel nano porous glass for the purpose of fabricating large-area (80𝑐𝑚2)  

label-free photonic crystal optical biosensors [88]. Jeffrey T. Borenstein et al., have used 

this method to construct microfabricated scaffolds in order to develop microvasculature 

enabling the development of bulk organ scaffolds. The development of the PDMS 
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template was made by using a micromachined silicon mold. Moreover, the scaffold was 

successfully seeded with endothelial cells in channels with dimensions as small as the 

capillaries to promote vascularization [89]. Christopher J. Bettinger et al., have fabricated 

a topographical patterning by poly (glycerol sebacate) on sucrose coated silicon to control 

cell orientation and morphology. The fabricated microstructures were biocompatible, 

flexible and biodegradable with features in the range of 500 nm. The micro-curvatures 

residing in the fabricated structures represented a stronger topographic cue in order to 

align and elongate aortic endothelial cells [90].  

2.2.1.2 Microcontact print (µCP) technique 

Microcontact printing (µCP) is a simple and effective method for transferring of 

precise microscale patterns for the applications in biotechnology domain. Microcontact 

printing allows modify the properties of a surface by self assembled monolayers (SAMs) 

at molecular level. The SAMs are usually prepared by immersing the stamp in a solution 

containing a ligand (Y((𝐶𝐻2)𝑛X) which is reactive towards the surface or by the exposure 

of a reactive species vapour to the stamp [91]. The thickness of a SAM is depending on 

the number (n) of methylene groups in the alkyl chain. The surface of a monolayer can 

be changed by changing the head group (X) of the chain. The binding of anchoring group 

Y is selective to the substrate material. Some of the well established SAMs methods are 

alkylsiloxanes on hydroxyl-terminated surfaces such as Si/SiO2 [92], Al/Al2O3 [93], 

glass [94], mica [95], and plasma-treated polymers and alkanethiolates on Au and Ag. 

Figure (2.6) indicating the processing step in microcontact printing technique. A 

thin film of metals such as copper (Cu), gold (Au), silver (Ag), platinum (Pt) or palladium 

(Pd) is deposit on the substrate by using physical vapour deposition methods like e-beam 

evaporation and thermal evaporation. A PDMS stamp (Figure 2.6 a) is immerse in 

hexadecanethiol in ethanol (Figure 2.6 b) and bring it into contact with an Au surface for 

few seconds. Due to the contact hexadecanethiol could transfer from PDMS stamp to gold 

and produces hexadecanethiolate. Subsequently it will make SAMs patterns on the gold 

surface (Figure 2.6 c).  
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of process steps for microcontact 

printing (a) PDMS stamp (b) PDMS stamp immersed in hexadecanethiol 

solution and (c) SAM pattern transferred to the substrate with gold (Au) 

coating by bringing the stamp in contact upon the substrate. 

Several studies were reported about the use of micro contact printing technique. R. 

N. Orth et al., presented a method for creating patches of fluid lipid bilayers with 

conjugated biotin and other compounds down to 1µm resolution using a 

photolithographically patterned polymer lift-off technique. The method has been 

functionalized fluid lipid bilayers as micron-scale platforms to immobilize biomaterials, 

capture antibodies and biotinylated reagents from solution, and form antigenic stimuli for 

cell stimulation [96]. Milan Mrksich et al., have used μCP to pattern the formation of 

SAMs at the micrometer scale in order to promote the attachment of mammalian cells in 

a PDMS stamp. SAMs were coated with fibronectin and the preferential adhesion of the 

cells was observed [97]. Tamal Das et al., analyzed the interaction of the mammalian cells 

using μCP patterns on PDMS which resulted in the modification of the morphology of 

the fibroblast cells and subsequently used to control cell shape-functionality on-chip [98].  

2.2.1.3 Micromolding in capillaries (MIMIC) 

Micro molding in capillaries is another method to produce micropatterns using 

PDMS stamps (Figure 2.7). In this technique a mold consisting of microchannels is made 

with PDMS and is placed on another substrate in a manner that channels are facing down 

to the substrate (Figure 2.7a). The void microchannels create a chance for capillary action 

inside the channels. Polymer materials such as polyurethane or epoxy are generally used 
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to fill the channels (Figure 2.7b). At the time the polymeric material is placed at one end 

of the void microchannels, it starts flowing into the channels due to the capillary forces 

(Figure 2.7c). The void microchannels or capillaries are filled with the polymeric 

materials within a few minutes. Then the polymeric material is cured by heat, UV or using 

a curing agent. The PDMS mold can be removed once the polymer is cured and it 

produces a counter part of the microchannels (Figure 2.7d). The filling rate of the polymer 

inside the capillary depends on surface tension, viscosity of the fluid, contact angle radius 

of the channel, length of the capillary and pressure difference at the end of the capillaries.  

 

Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the process flow for micro 

molding in capillaries (a) PDMS mold with microchannels on silicon 

substrate (b) Polyeurathane or epoxy in the form of fluid at the end of 

the microchannels (c) fluid flows inside the microchannels by capillary 

force and (d) cured epoxy and removal of the PDMS mold. 

Some researchers have utilized the MIMIC technique to fabricate lab-on-chip 

devices. Giovanni Vozzi et al., demonstrated 3D scaffolds of poly (lactic-co-glycolic 

acid) (PLGA) with feature resolution of 10–30 μm on PDMS for tissue engineering 

applications [99]. Albert Folch et al., developed 3D microfluidic molding structures as 

models for scaffold production on PDMS. Polyurethane (PU) precursor was injected into 

the network mold of PDMS and the obtained 3-dimensional scaffolds were used for tissue 

growth and regeneration [100].  

2.2.1.4 Solvent-assisted micromolding (SAMIM) 

In solvent assisted micro molding (SAMIM) method (Figure 2.8) a PDMS mold 

(Figure 2.8a) is used to fabricate microstructures with the assistance of a solvent. A fluid 
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or gel is made by mixing a polymer material and a solvent (Figure 2.8b). The solvent is 

chosen based on the solubility of the polymer material, but it must not affect PDMS when 

in contact. Solvents having high surface tension are generally used such as ethanol, 

isopropanol, methanol, acetone and toluene.  Since PDMS is hydrophobic in nature, an 

oxygen plasma treatment is required to improve its wettability. The polymer material 

mixed fluid is poured over a substrate and oxygen plasma treated PDMS is placed upon 

it (Figure 2.8c). The microchannels in the PDMS get filled with the mixture. As the 

solvent is nonreactive with PDMS, it starts to evaporate (Figure 2.8d) and the resulting 

fluid or gel gets solidified inside the PDMS mold. The counter section of the 

microchannels of the PDMS mold is finally obtained on the substrate by removing the 

PDMS mold (Figure 2.8e). The formation of a thin film at the bottom of the structure is 

considered as the main drawback of the solvent assisted micro molding technique. This 

film can be removed by a suitable etchant before using it for the defined application, but 

this adds an extra step for the realisation of microdevices. 

 

Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of the process steps for SAMIM (a) 

PDMS mold (b) solvent assisted polymer on a substrate (c) polymer mold 

placed on the solvent (d) solvent evaporates and (e) microstructures of 

solidified polymer after solvent evaporation. 
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Some researchers have successfully applied SAMIM technique for LOC 

fabrication. Shoutarou Terane at el., have proposed a process for integrating elastomeric 

micro elements into plastic substrates by the micro molding of a dispensed liquid 

prepolymer with the aid of the capillary force. A self standing elastomer membrane was 

fabricated by dispensing PDMS prepolymer into a coaxial cylindrical tube microstructure 

pre-engraved on a plastic substrate with subsequent curing agent. Furthermore, the 

molding process was applied for the fabrication of pneumatic microvalves on a plastic 

based microfluidic device and its successful operation was demonstrated [101].  

2.2.1.5 Micro transfer molding (µTM) 

Micro transfer molding (µTM) (Figure 2.9) is also a kind of simple soft lithography 

method to produce micropatterns on a large area. Polymers such as organic polymer or 

polyeurathane are typically employed for this technique. Polymers doped with fluorescent 

material like rhodamine may also be used with this method. A pre-polymer is filled in a 

pre-patterned surface of a PDMS mold (Figure 2.9a). The removal of excess fluid can be 

done by another flat PDMS sheet to get a flat surface (Figure 2.9b). The prepolymer filled 

PDMS mold is then placed on a substrate in upside down position (Figure 2.9c). The pre-

polymer is cured by heating or by UV light. Once the pre-polymer is solidified by curing, 

the patterns of the PDMS mold are then transferred to the polymer. Now the PDMS mold 

can be peeled off to leave the patterned polymer on the surface of the substrate (figure 

2.9d). A very thin layer (100nm) of polymer may be formed in between the fabricated 

microstructure, which is interpreted as the drawback of this method. The forming thin 

layer can be etched by reactive ion etching (RIE). Micro transfer molding is generally 

used for the fabrication of couplers, interferometers and waveguides.  
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Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of the process flow for the 

fabrication of polymer microstructures using micro transfer molding 

technique (a) PDMS mold filled with pre-polymer (b) excess fluid is 

removed and the surface is flattened (c) the mold with pre-polymer is 

kept on the substrate in upside down position (d) Pre-polymer is cured 

and the PDMS mold is peeled off. 

Few researchers have used the micro transfer molding technique for various 

microfluidic applications. Jae-Hwang Lee et al., presented a two-polymer micro transfer 

molding (2P-μTM) method for the 3D microfabrication of polymeric devices. Using 2P-

μTM, they have achieved highly layered polymeric microstructures on PDMS by stacking 

planar structures layer by layer and fabricated 3D optical waveguides [102].  

Soft lithography seems to be a simple and promising inexpensive method to 

fabricate micro and nanostructures. However, there are several challenges to promote this 

method into the market. The foremost disadvantage is the distortion of elastomeric 

materials, which limits the achievable spatial resolution of micropatterns in soft 

lithography. This problem can be almost surpassed by using rigid supporting structures 

and thick samples. Another drawback is the distortion of micropatterns or nanopatterns 

in the mold due to the shrinking of elastomer, swelling, sagging and pairing. The method 

may also form defects as a result of poor release from stamp or mold, bubbles in the pre-

polymer, poor adhesion to substrate and dust particles. The presence of polymer thin films 

after the fabrication by soft lithography is commonly removed by reactive ion etching but 

this may lead to the damage of the small features. 
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2.3 Hot embossing 

Hot embossing is a replication technology that consists in transferring micro 

patterns from a master mold onto another substrate at particular temperature and applied 

pressure. Micro hot embossing is considered as one of the methods to fabricate 

micro/nano features with high precision and quality [103]. Hot embossing technique was 

first implemented in 1970 by RCA Laboratories, Princeton, USA to replicate hologram 

motion pictures for television playback [104]. They have successfully imprinted a 

sequence of holograms onto a vinyl tap. Later this method has been used for fabricating 

numerous features for various applications [105]. 

A typical hot embossing process consists of four main steps (Figure 2.10) [106]: (1) 

heating the substrate and mold to the temperature needed for imprinting patterns (molding 

temperature), (2) embossing micro structures patterns at embossing temperature, (3) 

cooling down both the substrate and mold to demolding temperature and (4) demolding 

the sample by opening the tools. Thermoplastic materials, particularly polymers, undergo 

two deformation stages in the whole hot embossing process: one is a stress concentration 

and strain hardening stage that arises during heating and embossing, and the other is a 

stress relaxation and deformation recovery stage that takes place during cooling and 

demolding [107]. The most important parameters to take into account for hot embossing 

process are the applied pressure, the glass transition temperature of the substrate and the 

mold and holding time.  
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Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of a typical hot embossing 

process with four major steps: heating, molding, cooling and demolding 

Thermoplastic polymers are often preferred for hot embossing due to their low 

molding temperature and wide range of optical, chemical and thermal properties. 

Thermoplastic polymers can be converted from solid or glassy state to rubbery and flow 

state by increasing the temperature [108]. Indeed, the low glass transition temperature of 

polymers (Eg: 𝑇𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑀𝑀𝐴 = 1200𝐶 − 160⁰𝐶) makes them a very suitable material for 

hot embossing. The material remains as glassy state when the operating temperature is 

below its glass transition temperature (Tg). In glassy state the deformation on the material 

is ideally elastic and it comes only from elongation of the atomic distance [109]. As the 

temperature increases the material tend to convert into rubbery state and at that state the 

material will behave like approximately incompressible rubber. 

Micro hot embossing can be differentiated in three types by the configuration of the 

molding tools being used: plate-to-plate (P2P), roll-to-plate (R2P) and roll-to-roll (R2R).  

2.3.1 Different types of hot embossing  

2.3.1.1 Plate-to-plate (P2P) hot embossing  

P2P hot embossing is a very common and relatively mature technology. It consists 

of a mold plate with microstructures and a substrate plate (Figure 2.11).  
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Figure 2.11: Schematic representation of a plate-to-plate hot embossing 

technique, consist of mold, substrate and supporting platform 

 During P2P micro hot embossing the depth of replicated patterns increases with 

the operational temperature, pressure load and holding time [110], owing to the 

deformation and filling behaviour of thermoplastic polymers. It has to be noticed that the 

patterns get collapsed with further increase in temperature and pressure load above an 

experimentally optimized threshold value. Finite element analysis (FEA) models are 

generally accepted as a valuable tool for studying filling process in micro hot embossing 

[111].  

P2P hot embossing cannot be suitable for all micro fabrication applications. 

Especially for the fabrication of patterns with high aspect ratio, defects may occur such 

as breakage and distortion of features while demolding. The demolding related defects 

are mainly attributed to the significant difference in thermal contraction behaviour 

between polymer substrate and molds (mostly silicon or metal). This mismatch generates 

a large thermal stress during cooling, thus making it difficult to separate micro patterned 

surface from molds. Adhesion and sidewall friction have an important role in demolding. 

Adhesion is degraded by thermal stress and friction is exacerbated while the substrate is 

cooling down. The demolding efficiency can be increased by using coatings of 

amorphous silicon carbide and Teflon like fluoropolymer [112]. Self assembled n-

octadecyltrichlorosilane can also be used to coat Si molds to reduce the adhesion between 

mold and micro patterned polymers [113]. Furthermore, material recovery may happen 

after hot embossing process. That is the stored imprint energy get released, once the mold 

and substrate are separated. This is strongly depending on the imprint and demolding 

temperatures.  

Long cycle time for heating as well as cooling, and low uniformity of the structure, 

especially when the working area is large, are some other drawbacks of P2P hot 

embossing.  However, these problems can be avoided by introducing rubber pads, 

ultrasonic vibrations and gas pressure. 
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(1) Rubber-assisted embossing 

A rubber pad is applied to the metal sheet to enhance flexibility of operation and 

protect the sheet surface. Further advantages are the low tooling cost and the capability 

to obtain complex parts [114]. In the case of hot embossing of thermoplastic polymers, a 

thin thermoplastic film is pressurized between the mold surface and the rubber pad. As a 

soft counter-tool, the rubber pad gets deformed onto the hard mold surface, resulting in 

the transfer of features from hard surface and formation of the shell type structures on the 

film [115]. 

(2) Ultrasonic-assisted embossing 

Ultra sonic energy is used as an auxiliary heating source for hot embossing. The 

asperities at the interface of master mold and plastic plate create intermolecular friction 

and thus ultrasonic sonic energy is converted into heat energy (Figure 2.12 b). This 

generated heat is able to melt the thermoplastic polymers and results in material flow to 

fill the interface [116]. Ultra sonic heating is much more effective and usually takes 1-2 

seconds as compared to convective heat transfer (Figure 2.12 a). In addition, it is also 

beneficial during the demolding step for the release of mold from the imprinted substrate.  

 

Figure 2.12: (a) schematic representation of conventional P2P hot 

embossing, (b) schematic representation of ultrasonic-assisted P2P hot 

embossing 
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(3) Gas-assisted embossing  

The pressure load for P2P hot embossing is usually applied by hydraulic pressure 

units or spindle drives. When the molding area is large, it is difficult to get a homogeneous 

pressure at each embossing area. Using a gas pressure load instead of conventional 

pressure load drives guarantees the homogeneous contact between mold and polymer film 

[117]. An example of this technique is shown in Figures (2.13 (a)-(e)). A PC film is placed 

on a heating plate with the mold and a seal film is placed upon it. After closing the 

chamber, the stacked materials are heated by a coil to soften the PC film. In the meantime, 

nitrogen gas is applied into the chamber to attain uniform embossing pressure all over the 

film. The chamber is degassed, once the mold and PC substrate are cooled. Finally, the 

chamber is opened, and stacker of mold and PC substrate are removed from the chamber 

[118].  

 

Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of the gas-assisted hot embossing 

process: (a) material preparation, (b) heating, (c) 𝑁2 gas pressurizing, 

(d) cooling and degassing, (e) opening the chamber 
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P2P hot embossing is the most conventional type of hot embossing method and is 

still largely used for some industrial applications such as the production of compact disc 

(CD), digital versatile disc (DVD) and fabrication of micropatterns for laboratory 

applications with high accuracy. P2P also has some drawbacks like less efficiency, 

limited replication area, high deformation due to the discontinuous batch wise mode 

[119].  The machine systems for this method are widely available in the market, being 

P2P frequently used in industry. There are several companies capable to offer different 

categories of P2P micro hot embossing machines [120]. Jenoptik Mikrotechnik GmbH is 

one of the pioneers providing complete hot embossing machine systems for the 

fabrication of microstructured patterns with high aspect ratios.  

2.3.1.2 Roll-to-plate hot embossing  

Roll-to-plate (R2P) hot embossing (Figures 2.14 (a) and (b)) concept was 

introduced in 1998 [121]. R2P is characterized by a flat plate and a rotation cylinder. This 

type of hot embossing is used in applications where large area patterning of polymeric 

films is needed such as e-paper, flexible solar cells and flexible displays [122]. Two types 

of R2P can be distinguished depending on the mode of operation. One is rolling a cylinder 

mold on a flat substrate (Figure 3a) and the other is rolling a smooth roller on a flat mold 

which is placed over a substrate (Figure 2.5b). R2P hot embossing enables to increase the 

replication area from tens of square centimeters to several square meters. 

                                                                   

                                       (a)                                                                       (b)                  

Figure 2.14: schematic representation of roll-to-plate hot embossing 

technique. (a) rolling a cylinder mold on the substrate. (b) rolling a 

smooth roller on a flat mold placed over the substrate 

In both methods the temperature of the roller should be above the glass transition 

temperature (Tg) of the substrate while the temperature of the supporting platform is 

below the Tg of the substrate. Consequently, only the substrate-roller contact area will 

have higher temperature than Tg, which helps to melt the polymer and get it imprinted 
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with patterns only in that area. Whereas in P2P hot embossing the entire polymer is 

imprinted simultaneously after heating above Tg and it is required to keep pressure load 

until the polymer cools down. 

A modified R2P hot embossing system has been developed, which has an automatic 

stamp release mechanism that allows reducing pattern distortions due to the shrinkage 

difference between substrate and stamp. This system (Figure 2.15) consists of an air 

cylinder to operate roller press, a one axis moving stage, and an automatic stamp release 

mechanism.  

 

Figure 2.15: A hot embossing system (R2P) with automatic stamp 

release mechanism 

Another modified R2P system (Figure 2.16 a & b) that does not require roll stamp 

is also available. It can easily transfer the micro patterns from a hard stamp to flexible 

substrates. As the press roller moves in vertical and horizontal directions, the substrate 

and stamp are stacked line-by-line. The flexible substrate is fed from the supply roller to 

the pickup roller. When the press roller comes into contact with the stamp, the heat 

transfer occurs first to the stamp and then to the substrate. The substrate gets cooled by 

compressed air after embossing with micro patterns.  

                    

                                 (a)                                                                       (b)        

Figure 2.16: (a) schematic representation of R2P system which does not 

require roll stamp. (b) industrial set up of this system 
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In R2P hot embossing higher replication ratio can be achieved thanks to the 

significant amount of polymer that can flow at high temperature and relatively high 

imprinting speed and loading pressure.  

2.3.1.3 Roll-to-roll hot embossing 

A typical R2R hot embossing system (Figure 2.17) consists of two rollers and a 

polymer film in between them. One roller is micro patterned and embeds a heater, while 

the other is a smooth roller for supporting the substrate. 

 

Figure 2.17: schematic representation of roll-to-roll hot embossing, 

consist of cylinder mold, smooth roll and a substrate between them 

The heat can be embedded in different ways employing either an infrared heater, or 

a ceramic heater or an induction heating coil etc. [123]. R2R hot embossing offers high 

throughput and continuous fabrication of patterns [124]. The R2R method has been used 

in many industrial applications such as flex printing and gravure printing which is being 

used in printing of magazines, newspapers and packages. This method is also used for 

fabrication of micro/nano structures on polymer substrates [125].  

R2R hot embossing machines with induction heating coils inside (Figure 2.18) 

provide a more even distribution of temperature on the surface of the heating roll. The 

microstructures on the mold can be transferred to the substrate by heating the substrate to 

its Tg with the induction roll. The molding process by this method is very sensitive to the 

feeding speed. At high feeding speeds one cannot achieve Tg and poor embossing results 

are obtained. On the other hand, at low feeding speeds the polymer film melts resulting 

in tearing. These problems can be overcome by preheating the substrate prior to bonding. 

The embossed channel depth can be conceivably improved at high embossing pressure 

and by preheating the polymer substrate [123]. 
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Figure 2.18: A setup of R2R system with an induction heating coil inside 

the heating roller 

In most of the R2R hot embossing processes the mold and embossing temperatures 

are the same. Since there is no cooling phase to freeze the features imprinted by the mold, 

the demolding of the polymer substrate occurs at the same mold temperature. 

Consequently, the polymer tends to reflow immediately after separation from the mold. 

This phenomenon is more frequent at high temperatures. This problem can be 

circumvented by employing a conveyor belt and local inductive heating to the R2R hot 

embossing system in order to heat only a local area of the ribbon mold to transfer the 

features to the substrate [126]. 

R2R is a continuous batch mode hot embossing process, that is microstructures are 

continuously imprinted from a roller mold onto a substrate. The imprinting of micro 

features is mainly depending on process parameters such as roller temperature, feeding 

speed and applied pressure. Molds with less pattern density offer better replication quality 

at lower roller temperatures and higher pressure loads, coupled with a preliminary heating 

at high-temperature [127]. Rolling direction has also an influence on the quality of the 

micro features obtained. Pile-up of material is higher at the trailing edge than the leading 

edge [128].  

2.3.2 Mold fabrication 

Mold fabrication is one of the most crucial factors to achieve high quality patterns 

on the replicas with the hot embossing technology. Mold fabrication methods can be 

divided into two categories. One is direct structuring methods and the other is lithographic 
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(LIGA) based methods. Each structuring method has peculiar characteristics and is 

chosen depending on of the final application. These techniques are capable of producing 

molds with micro-scaled and nano-scaled patterns.  

Direct structuring microfabrication technologies of molds include mechanical 

milling, laser micro machining, micro discharge machining (µEDM) and electroplating. 

Direct structuring methods offer the following advantages: ease of operation, shorter 

processing time, high accuracy, large area fabrication and possibility to fabricate of 

metallic molds.  

LIGA technology is a multi-step micro structuring process. It was developed in 

1990s and is seeking industrial scale commercialization. LIGA technology includes X-

ray LIGA [129], UV-LIGA [130], E-beam LIGA [131] and laser LIGA [132]. Basic 

processing steps of this technology are: coating of seed layers with a conductive material 

onto the substrate surface for the following electroplating step. Deposition of X-ray or 

UV sensitive polymers onto the seed layers. A mask possessing desired micro patterns is 

stacked on the thick resist layer. the following step is irradiation with a light source whose 

wavelength depends on the sensitivity of the material that is used. A replica of the masked 

patterns can be obtained by disintegration of unmasked materials or dissolution of 

chemically modified materials.  

Electroplating usually takes place in an electrolytic cell in which a cathode and an 

anode are plunged into an electrolytic bath. A LIGA method for mold fabrication is 

generally chosen by considering the transmissivity of the mask and sensitivity of the 

polymer layers to the irradiating beam. LIGA technique enables to create micro patterned 

molds with features of high aspect ratio. Furthermore, for some applications, a hybrid 

mold fabrication approach is also possible by combining LIGA and µEDM [133]. 

2.3.3 Hot embossing for LOC fabrication 

A wide range of microfluidic lab-on-a-chip devices have been manufactured by hot 

embossing using polymers as substrate material.    

Several researchers have fabricated microfluidic devices by hot embossing. Larry 

J. Kricka et al., have developed PMMA LOC devices with microchannels (100µm wide, 

40µm deep) of variable size using hot embossing with an electroform tool and a silicon 

master mold. The devices have been tested with semen samples and used for analytical 
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applications [134]. Vasiliy N Goral et al., presented a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)-

based hot embossing process for low-cost rapid prototyping of plastic microfluidic 

devices. They successfully replicated devices for C3A cell culture in 1.5 mm thick 

polystyrene substrates using a PDMS mold [135]. Ralph Liedert et al., have demonstrated 

the use of continuous roll-to-roll hot embossing in high-throughput manufacturing of 

disposable thermoplastic foil-based chips in PMMA. The microfluidic chips served as a 

platform in a sensitive CE assay to detect an antibiotic resistance indicator mecA gene in 

S. epidermidis [124]. Asger Laurberg Vig et al., proposed a high-volume fabrication 

scheme using a roll-to-roll method. They have fabricated microfluidic devices on 95µm 

thick and 50mm wide cellulose acetate (CA) films. The function of the devices was to 

separate microspheres of different size (ranging from 0.5 to 5 μm in diameter) through 

the pinched flow fractionation [136]. Yiqiang Fan et al., demonstrated several 

Polycaprolactone (PCL) based microfluidic devices using a SU-8 master mold. A single 

T-junction droplet generator was fabricated and utilized with mineral oil as the continuous 

phase, and DI water with cresol red as the discrete phase. A diffusion mixer was also 

fabricated and validated with parallel laminar flow streams of DI water with dyes [137]. 

2.4 Mechanical micro milling 

Mechanical milling is a subtractive fabrication method that consists in removing 

material from a stock piece, generally called as the workpiece, by moving the cutting tool 

in different directions. The concept of milling was originated in the year 1818 [138]. 

Micro milling was derived from conventional macro milling. The major difference 

between micro and macro milling is the size of the cutting tool that is used. Micro milling 

brings typical tools size less than 1 mm in contrast to the 1 cm tool size of conventional 

macro milling. In addition, the fragile nature of the micro tool [139], the ratio of 

undeformed chip thickness to cutting edge radius [140] and the microstructure of 

workpiece material [141] all bring about the size effect which differentiates micro milling 

from conventional or macro scale milling. In spite of the cutting tool size, almost all 

monitoring methods of micro milling are owed from conventional macro milling. 

The basic milling system or mill contains (1) a worktable for positioning the 

workpiece, (2) a cutting tool (commonly using an endmill) and (3) an overhead spindle 

to attain the motion of the cutting tool (Figure 2.19). In a milling system the worktable 
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has degrees of freedom in X and Y axes as well spindle has in Z axis and the motions in 

each direction are adjusted traditionally by hand with cranks and mechanical levers. But 

modern mills are now able to automate the process by employing computer numerical 

control (CNC). After the introduction of CNC, milling technology has achieved several 

advantages such as improving precision and repeatability, adding advanced capabilities 

(e.g. the direct conversion of computer aided designs (CADs) to final product) and 

reducing human errors.  

 

Figure 2.19: Schematic representation of a basic milling machine 

consisting of worktable, cutting tool and spindle. Insert represents the 

milling action on a work piece by an end mill tool apparently producing 

the chips. 

The CNC capable milling machines have wide range of technical specifications 

encompassing varying level of stage precision, automation and spindle speed. Advanced 

CNC mills are versatile and capable to fabricate devices having features size ranging from 

tens of microns to several meters [142]. Since the wide range availability of cutting tool 

materials, shapes and sizes [143] mills are manageable to fabricate numerous features in 

many different materials. The ability of CNC mill to fabricate a part directly from a three-

dimensional (3D) CAD model gives a faster and easier conversion of design concepts to 

working prototypes. The improved technical specifications enable to size down the 

resolution of features to the micro-scale and leads to the fabrication of more complex 

parts on the microscale.  

Micro milling is generally useful in microfluidics applications mainly for two 

functions: (1) machining of molds needed for other microfabrication technologies 

(lithography, embossing, injection molds) [144] and (2) direct machining of final parts 
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having microchannels and other features. In the latter case micro milling offers a 

significant reduction of working time to realise the final product from design. For 

example, a plastic workpiece can be milled into a micro device in less than 30 minutes 

(the milling time is variable depending upon the complexity of designs). 

Large features in common machining materials such as steel and aluminium can be 

well produced by milling. The technical information regarding the manufacturing is 

available from online resources, machining books and shop technicians [145]. 

Furthermore, comprehensive databases are also available for cutting of metals by using 

multifunctional machines [146]. In contrast, micro milling of non-traditional milling 

materials like plastics for microfluidic devices is not fully characterized or explored, yet.  

Nevertheless, micro milling technique remains unexplored in many ways as 

compared with other micro fabrication methods. The foremost reason for this is the high 

start up cost, the need for large lab space and machine size and the need for a special 

technical expert to operate the system. However, the recent developments in this 

technique have overcome most of these drawbacks and micro milling is getting more 

importance in the micro fabrication area. 

2.4.1 Technical aspects of micro milling 

Micro milling has gathered increased interest in microdevice manufacturing due to 

the wide range of materials that can be machined, versatility, and rapid prototyping 

capabilities. Micro milling is compatible with metals, wood, and polymers. In particular, 

it can be used with inexpensive and biocompatible polymers such as polystyrene, 

polycarbonate, and poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). The major advantage of micro 

milling is that it can fabricate the final product from a design of microdevice in a single 

step process. Whereas other techniques such as hot embossing and soft lithography 

require initial creation of a master mold. As a result, micro milling can produce precise 

prototypes of test designs. The fabrication time will vary according to the complexity of 

the design. Apart from the direct milling of final product it can also be used to fabricate 

the molds for soft lithography, hot embossing and other techniques. 

Though micro milling is a promising method for the fabrication of microdevices 

in various materials, it has also some limitations. In particular, due to the ductile 

property of polymers, micro milling leads to poor surface finish and burr formation. 
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Burrs are generated often when cutting soft materials like polymers and it is undesirable 

for microfluidic devices because they can cause leakage of the fluidic sample, blockage 

of microchannel and/or undesired flow turbulences.  

Micro milling is a major method for machining metals [147] and also commonly 

used for plastics. Machining of elastomers can also be possible by milling but large elastic 

deformation of elastomers prevents effective material removal [148]. The brittleness of 

glass and ceramics makes it difficult to machine these materials since it often leads to 

cracking, chipping and other defects. While micro milling offers a wide range of feature 

accessibility with less process steps (complexity). 

Micro milling can achieve complex features such as sharp internal corners, rounded 

surfaces and undercuts by using proper tooling and longer process times.  The surface 

roughness in micro milling is depending on the profile, tool features, wear of the cutting 

tool and operational parameters chosen for the tool. Reduced surface roughness can be 

obtained with optimized values of these parameters.  

Apart from surface roughness, another important metric of quality is fidelity of 

feature transfer. When mechanical milling is used for the fabrication of molds for replica 

technologies, to ensure that the final part has same dimensions as the original design, one 

must take into account the mold shrinkage. Mold shrinkage is a well-known effect where 

the parts shrink thermally as a result of cooling. Also, in case of direct fabrication by 

milling, friction from the cutting tool can cause an increase in temperature which may 

affect surface quality and feature tolerance. However, in plastic materials these 

temperature variations are normally localized around the cutting tool and can be mitigated 

by choosing appropriate cutting parameters (speed and feed rate) and with sufficient use 

of coolant. The bulk molecular orientation of polymer chains within the plastic materials 

do not change by milling. The molecular orientation changes only at high temperatures. 

Therefore, thermal effects do not have a significant role in feature fidelity and tolerance 

compared to work holding and tool alignment.  

Choosing of appropriate micro milling equipment has a significant role in ensuring 

the desired quality of the end product. Milling equipment can be divided into two major 

categories: (1) the CNC vertical machining center (the central unit that operates the 

milling process), and (2) the tooling, which includes the accessories and interchangeable 

parts that are connected to the central unit.  
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CNC vertical machining centers well known as mills are available in a wide range 

of configurations that differ depending on their market price and technical specifications 

[149]. Several systemas are available on the market: from affordable entry level ones to 

advanced high precision systems. Despite the availability, choosing a right mill for a 

particular application is complicated. Most CNC machines are characterized by the 

following features: (1) work envelope (the area defined by the allowable motion in X,Y 

and Z directions), (2) spindle speed (the rotational speed of the spindle which holds the 

cutting tool), (3) feed rate (the translational speed of the stage), (4) power supplied by the 

motor, which often depends on the speed and used to determine proper feed rates and 

spindle speeds for machining processes, (5) precision and accuracy, and (6) the automatic 

tool changer (ATC), (a mechanism which automatically changes the cutting tools during 

milling, thus preventing the user interventions during the milling process). Several factors 

like geometrical errors and wear, stiffness errors, kinematic errors and thermal errors are 

influencing the accuracy of the mill [150]. Amongst these characteristics, cost of the CNC 

mill machine is mostly depending on accuracy and speed. For example, a basic CNC 

milling machine with comparatively less accuracy (accuracy of <25µm) can be available 

around at $15000, while milling machine with high accuracy (accuracy of <3µm) and 

automated tool alignment may cost more than $200000. In general, CNC mill system can 

be customized with more feature to improve the accuracy and throughput, but at a higher 

cost. Most CNC mills that costs more than $100000 usually have integrated systems to 

align and position the workpiece and cutting tool [149]. 

End mills are the most commonly used tools. End mills can remove a portion of 

material from bulk substrate in any axis (i.e., X, Y and Z). They are commercially 

available in various materials, sizes and profiles (shapes) (Figure 2.20) [151]. The end 

mills have flutes or sharp helical grooves which wind from the tip of the end mill, thus 

removal of material takes place. The selection of appropriate number of flutes and helical 

angle of flutes are depending on the target application and the material to be cut. The size 

of the end mill is chosen largely depending on the desired feature dimension and its 

resolution. Because of the vast array of available options, the selection of appropriate 

material and profile is more challenging. The dynamics and potential errors at the cutting 

edges is significantly depending on the combination of size, shape and profile of end mills 

[152]. The ball end mills and square (cylindrical) end mills are called workhorse profiles 
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and can be use for almost all applications. Simple flat features can be milled by square 

end mills while milling of additional 3D features such as tapered edges, contoured 

features and filleted corners are done by ball end mills [144]. The tapered edges and 

filleted corners can also be created by using tapered and bull nose end mills, which allow 

to reduce the required cutting time compared to ball end mill. Custom manufacturing of 

the profile for a particular application is also possible. Drill bits are preferred to machining 

holes with a depth-to-diameter ratio greater than 3:1. Unlike end mills, drill bit cut only 

in the vertical Z-direction. The holes can also be easily machined by square end mills. 

Woodruff cutters are used to produce undercut features in a secondary machining process 

where an edge or slot is first made using any of the previous tools. The availability of a 

wide variety of end mill profiles allows to produce direct 3D surface contours, thus 

enabling the fabrication of complex microfluidic features in a cost and time effective 

manner. Nonetheless, some geometries such as threads and undercuts remain challenging 

tasks with micro milling.  

 

Figure 2.20: Various type of end mill tool styles for CNC milling 

The most common end mills are made of carbide, cobalt and high-speed steel. In 

particular, carbide is typically used for micro end mills. Several end mill coatings are 

available to increase the lubricity and strength, endorse the chip (small pieces of material 

removed from the workpiece) removal and for boosting the resistance to both heat and 

wear in order to extend the tool life. Thus, coatings have a significant role in machining 

tough materials such as stainless steel [153] and should be considered and selected 
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carefully. But they are not so much critical for machining of soft materials like plastics 

where heat and wear are much less.  

End mills have several physical and dimensional characteristics further than 

material and profile (Figure 2.21). The maximum cutting depth and minimum channel 

width are determined by the length of the flute and the cutting diameter, respectively. 

Generally, it is not possible to mill deeper beyond the flute length. However, special 

extended- reach end mills are also available, but they are more expensive and less flexible 

as a result of the length, thus the tool can easily brake while using. Shank is the top part 

of the end mill and is the part that is inserted into the milling machine. Therefore, the 

diameter of shank and tool holder or collector in the milling machine must be matched. 

The helix angle facilitates the removal of chips from the workpiece. Insufficient removal 

of chips can lead to clogging of the flutes, which generates heat and sequentially causes 

damage of the device or the end mill or both. Lower helix angle (30⁰ is the industry 

standard) [149] is preferred for milling of plastics and other soft materials to avoid the 

heat accumulation. Lower helix angle improves the chip removal by providing more space 

between flutes. In addition, the number of flutes is also influencing the chip removal. In 

case of plastics, end mills having two flutes achieve better chip removal and can be 

operated at faster cutting speed than four flute end mills. On the other hand, end mills 

with four flutes provide lower surface roughness than two flute end mills. The cutting 

center characteristic indicates whether the end mill is able to cut in Z-direction. Non 

center cutting end mills manage to cut in Z direction and simultaneously have a movement 

in X, Y direction. This ability can be achieved by cutting with a spiral or ramp like motion. 

In brief, careful selection of end mill characteristics such as material, size and profile 

yield high quality parts.  
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Figure 2.21: Characteristics of an end mill 

The quality of milled parts can be significantly improved by proper setting the 

milling process. In particular, tool alignment and workpiece fastening are considered as 

the most influential factors on quality [154]. Surface roughness is mainly depending on 

spindle speed and feed rate. Minimum surface roughness can be achieved at optimal 

spindle speed. The optimized value of spindle speed may vary for each CNC mills 

depending on the chances of vibration in the machine. In general, surface roughness is 

inversely proportional to the feed rate [155]. However, there are some studies in which 

surface roughness is directly proportional to the feed rate [149]. This may also be because 

of system specific vibrations [156]. Apart from spindle speed and feed rate, depth of the 

cut has minimal effect on surface roughness.  David J. Guckenberger and coworkers have 

measured surface roughness and resolution of milled microchannels in Polystyrene (PS), 

PMMA and Cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) by using three different end mill sizes (127, 

254, 508 µm diameter). They have obtained surface roughness ranging from 0.420 to 

1.52µm as a function of spindle speed and feed rate. Furthermore, the resolution was 

assessed by comparing actual size of a fabricated feature to its targeted nominal size 

represents a precision of resolution in pixels (p) =0.79 [149]. 

Another important aspect about surface roughness is the presence of burrs, that is 

small burrs that remain sticked to the workpiece after machining [157]. Most commonly 

burrs appear in ductile plastics (polypropylene or COC) and are prevalent at the edges 

and side faces of microstructures. Sometimes burrs can occur in brittle plastics (PMMA 
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or PS), too, but are limited to edges. The burrs can be reduced by some simple tricks 

[158]. The first trick is the proper choice of one of the two cutting directions, that is 

referred to as conventional (up) milling and climb (down) milling [159]. In conventional 

milling the work piece moves directly against the cutting teeth of end mill at the point of 

contact. So that end mill creates a resistance to the work piece motion and thus milling 

occur. In contrast, climb milling represents the workpiece moving in the same direction 

as the rotating cutting teeth at the point of contact, as if the endmill is reducing resistance 

to the workpiece motion, and “climbing” occurs along the workpiece surface in the 

direction of travel. To minimize burrs, conventional milling is recommended for non-

brittle plastic. Climb milling is preferred for brittle plastics such as PMMA and PS and it 

can also produce high quality finishes in metals [160]. The second trick is to choose the 

sharpest tool available. Heat can be generated when using dull tool at high spindle speeds 

or low feed rates as a result of the high-level of friction. Successively, heat increases the 

ductility of material resulting in the formation of burrs or it may also lead to melting of 

plastic and breakage of the tool. The third approach is to adjust the toolpath in order to 

avoid tool exits, especially for the burrs present on vertical corners [161]. Many of these 

factors can be adjusted with computer aided modelling (CAM).  

Milling resolution depends on setup, operational parameters and mill tolerance 

specified by the manufacturer. Therefore, resolution can be assessed in terms of accuracy 

(ability to attain the target dimension) and precision (consistency of the features). 

Resolution in XY-plane depends only on the technical capabilities of the mill, despite the 

misalignment. 

Like all fabrication methods, micro milling has also its own advantages and 

limitations. Tool bending induced by increased cutting depth, misdirection of cut, and 

higher chip loads leads to lower accuracy. However, accuracy can be increased by 

employing a final finishing cut with low chip load. It further reduces surface roughness 

but significantly increases the processing time. 

For microfluidic applications in which optical transparency is needed such as cell 

imaging, micro milled devices may not be applicable because of the high surface 

roughness created by the milling process. However, roughness can be reduced by some 

surface treatments, but this implies a secondary process. Apart from imaging, a high 
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surface roughness may also lead to the formation of undesired bubbles at the micro milled 

surface of microchannels.  

The operator is free to perform other tasks once the machine has been initiated for 

run. But it is recommended to monitor the progress of run frequently to ensure that the 

run completes without any failure.  Fabrication runs do fail rarely, most of the failures 

occur as a result of avoidable operational issues. End mills with sub millimeter diameter 

may break during run if there is excessive chip loads or inadequate removal of chips. The 

end mill breakage can be reduced by using end mills with fewer flutes or by using flood 

coolant for efficient removal of chips. The breaking of endmills due to excessive chip 

loads can simply be avoided by reducing feed rate or increasing spindle speed. Finally, 

other possible issues such as machine vibrations, workpiece vibrations and offsets in 

workpiece setup perhaps trouble shoot with careful examinations.  

2.4.2 Mechanical micro milling for LOC fabrication 

Micro milling is an alternative method for rapid prototyping microdevices for 

microfluidic applications. This technique creates microstructures via cutting tools that 

remove bulk material. Compared to other rapid prototyping techniques, micro milling has 

some advantages like its fast fabrication time, independence from cleanroom facilities. 

The direct conversion of design to a prototype of microfluidic device in a wide 

range of materials makes micro milling a promising fabrication technology. The use of 

advanced CNC motor systems along with high spindle speeds and rotational speeds brings 

micro metric precision in fabrication of microfluidic devices by micro milling. Depending 

upon the application of microfluidic device CNC micro milling is capable of providing 

various dimensions of microstructures as well as reduced surface roughness and high 

resolution. For the past few years many researchers have productively applied micro 

milling for the fabrication of lab on chip in various materials with different experimental 

conditions and parameters. 

Daniel P. Yen at el., assessed the capabilities of a low cost 3-D mill in polycarbonate 

material for the production of a microfluidic device. They have fabricated a herringbone 

micromixer on polycarbonate substrate by micro milling. The device was composed of a 

100µm tall, 1mm wide and 30mm long mixing microchannel as well as 100µm tall, 

100µm wide herringbone ridges with 500µm lateral period along the channel. A 
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combination of sanding and vapor polishing yielded a smooth surface with a roughness 

of 1.8µm [162]. 

Ampara Aramcharoen et al., have fabricated a microfluidic chip using two 

materials: PC and PMMA. This LOC prototype was composed of microchannels 

(straight, spiral and zigzag) and micro pillars. The microchannels on the PC LOC 

prototype had width and height of 300µm. For PMMA LOC prototype the microchannels 

had width and height of 50µm and 100µm, respectively. In both cases pillars were 

characterized by a diameter of 200µm and height of 100µm. For both LOC prototypes a 

surface roughness of approximately 0.29µm was achieved with minimised burrs [163]. 

Raquel Lopes et al., have developed a microfluidic device on acrylic glass capable 

of performing separation of red blood cells (RBCs) from plasma. In this device they have 

manufactured microchannels with width down to 30µm using micro milling technology 

[164]. 

Ali Lashkaripour et al., have designed, fabricated using desktop micro mill, 

assembled and tested a microfluidic flow focusing droplet generator on polycarbonate 

with an orifice having a width of 75µm. In this work they were able to achieve a surface 

roughness of Ra = 0.205µm for the microchannels. This droplet generator was able to 

produce 0.2nL droplets at a rate of 80Hz [165]. 

Xiaoyong Ku et al., have proposed a method for rapid prototyping of glass 

microfluidic devices utilizing a commercial micro milling machine. They have fabricated 

and tested several types of microfluidic devices such as a Y-shape diffusive mixer with 

serpentine channel of a rectangular cross-section (300µm x 50µm) and a T-junction 

droplet generator with stepped channels. The T-junction droplet generator consisted of 

two small inlet branches that combined to connect with a wider and deeper main channel 

downstream. The inlet branches were 300µm wide, 50µm deep and 10mm long, while 

the main channel was 800µm wide, 250µm deep and 43mm long [166]. 

2.5 Femtosecond laser milling 

Ultrashort laser is nowadays one of the most important contact-free tools for micro 

structuring on a wide variety of materials [167], such as metals [168][169], dielectrics 

[170][171], semiconductors [172][173] etc. [174]. 
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In fact, thanks to the time duration shorter than 10 ps and the very high peak power, 

ultrashort laser pulses enable new mechanisms of material modification and removal, due 

to a peculiar timescale characterizing the laser-matter interaction [175]. This allows 

reaching high quality and precision. Several applications were developed, which have 

been prevented by traditional micro-machining techniques. Among them, there is the 

cutting process of ultrathin hardened glass used for displays [176]. Successful 

manufacturing of tools for medical and biological applications have been reported as well 

[174][175][176]. Ultrashort laser pulses have been also used in electronics and solar cells 

industry [177]. 

The ultrashort laser fabrication of LOC devices represents a niche market, in 

response to the need to find alternative processes to manufacture these components with 

high accuracy and high-quality surface finishing. In fact, the fs-laser direct-write 

techniques appear as an alternative to photolithography in the production of microfluidics 

devices, especially when customization or rapid design modifications are required.  

2.5.1 Fs-laser micro-milling: an outstanding ablation 

procedure 

Laser milling is a relatively new machining process that removes material in a layer-

by-layer fashion. Femtosecond laser micro milling is emerged as an important technology 

for applications in material manufacturing, rapid prototyping and component 

miniaturization. It is an ablation procedure that causes the vaporization of material as a 

result of interaction between a laser beam and the work piece being machined [178]. 

Several studies have been focused on the understanding of this phenomenon. An 

exhaustive theoretical analysis is peculiarly demanding since non-equilibrium physics 

characterizes particularly in ultrashort laser pulses ablation. Many differences can be 

noticed between material processing with short and ultrashort laser pulses. Nevertheless, 

common features can be found. Laser ablation is ignited by the absorption of the laser 

energy from a focused beam impinging on a solid target. It is necessary for the laser 

fluence (energy density on the surface) to be above a characteristic threshold value. The 

ablation threshold depends on several factors: pulse duration, number of laser pulses, 

repetition rate and target. 
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In the following, the main absorption mechanisms are shortly described, in order to 

understand how laser ablation can be ignited. Furthermore, the differences between short 

and ultrashort laser pulses-matter interaction is explained and the ultrashort laser milling 

is discussed in deeper. The focus of this brief description is placed on metals and dielectric 

materials, in particular polymer material was used for the experimental studies of this 

thesis (Chapter 4). 

2.5.1.1 Linear absorption 

If a dielectric target is irradiated, linear absorption is possible when the laser photon 

energy exceeds the energy gap. In this case, photons are absorbed by electrons in the last 

occupied level in the valence band to reach the conduction band. Furthermore, linear 

absorption occurs also in case of photons with energy less than the energy gap, as a result 

of impurities. In metals, the conduction band is partially fulfilled, and unoccupied energy 

levels are available for electron absorbing laser photons. 

2.5.1.2 Nonlinear absorption 

In dielectrics, if the laser photons energy is smaller than the energy gap, nonlinear 

absorption processes can be possible. In particular, multiphoton absorption consists in the 

simultaneous absorption of multiple photons by an electron. At the end of the process, the 

acquired electron energy (i.e. the sum of all absorbed photons energy) should be higher 

than the energy gap. The probability of such a process is proportional to the m power of 

the beam intensity I; in fact, it is necessary to have the simultaneous interaction of m 

photons with a single electron for having multiphoton absorption. Therefore, the higher 

the intensity of the laser, the more likely multiphoton absorption is. If free carriers are 

promoted in the conduction band (e.g through multiphoton absorption), they may act as 

seed electrons for avalanche ionization which is based on free carriers absorption and 

further impact ionization. This means that seed electrons can acquire energy higher than 

the last available level in conduction band by sequentially absorbing laser photons; 

consequently, they ionize the atoms of the lattice, thus generating other electrons in the 

lowest conduction band level. 
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The so produced free electrons are responsible for strong absorption of laser 

radiation and for subsequent material removal. In the Figure 2.22, the three presented 

absorption process are sketched. 

 

 
Figure 2.22: Achievable absorption mechanisms in femtosecond laser 

ablation. For metals and material with energy gap smaller than the 

photon energy, linear absorption (left side) dominates. If the energy gap 

is higher than the photon energy, multiphoton absorption (central figure) 

and avalanche ionization (right panel) can be possible [179]. 

2.5.1.3 Short and ultrashort laser pulses ablation process and 

timescales 

When a laser beam impinges on materials surface, it interacts firstly with electrons, 

which absorb the laser energy. Then, the electron sub-system is subjected to a rapid 

increase of temperature. Through scattering phenomena, the absorbed energy is 

transferred to the lattice [175][180]. The pulse duration 𝑡𝑝 can determine the time to 

deposit the absorbed laser energy in the irradiated material. In order to understand the 

main difference between short and ultrashort laser pulses ablation it is necessary to 

introduce two temporal scales: 𝑡𝑒, the electron cooling time and 𝑡𝑒−𝑝ℎ, the electron-

phonon coupling time. Depending on the pulse duration, it is possible to distinguish 

between short ( 𝑡𝑝 > 𝑡𝑒−𝑝ℎ) and ultrashort regime (𝑡𝑝 < 𝑡𝑒−𝑝ℎ). 

In order to remove an atom from a solid by the means of a laser pulse one should 

deliver energy in excess of the binding energy of that atom. Thus, to ablate the same 

amount of material with a short pulse respect to an ultrashort pulse, one should apply a 

larger laser intensity approximately in inverse proportion to the pulse duration. Following 
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ionization, the laser energy is absorbed by free electrons due to inverse Brehmstrahlung 

and resonance absorption mechanisms and does not depend on the initial state of the 

target. Consequently, the interaction with both metals and dielectrics proceeds in a similar 

way which contrasts to the situation for a long pulse, where ablation of metals occurs at 

relatively low intensity compared with that for a transparent dielectric whose absorption 

is negligibly small [181]. 

When an ultrashort laser pulse (𝑡𝑝 is of the order of femtoseconds to ten 

picoseconds) impinges on a material, the electron system reaches the thermal equilibrium 

only after a few hundred femtoseconds, when the electrons thermalize. Then, the electron 

sub-system can be described by a temperature 𝑇𝑒. A time interval ranging from 1 ps to 

100 ps (i.e. 𝑡𝑒−𝑝ℎ, the electron phonon coupling time) is necessary for the electron system 

and the lattice to reach thermal equilibrium. In the meantime, the temperature of the lattice 

𝑇𝑙 remains almost thermally unaffected. Each sub-system of the irradiated material (i.e. 

electrons and lattice) stays in thermal equilibrium, though having two different 

temperatures. Therefore, the evolution of the temperature of the electron system and the 

lattice needs to be studied separately, by means of the Two-Temperature Model (TTM) 

based on the model proposed by Anisimov in 1974 [182]. 

In Figure 2.23, the temporal evolution of the electron and lattice temperature is 

presented, for ultrashort laser pulses irradiation of copper. The electrons are more 

energetic than lattice for a time interval of about several picoseconds and reaches thermal 

equilibrium with lattice only after a time interval comparable with the electron-phonon 

coupling time. So, in case of ultrashort laser pulses, a melting free ablation process is 

possible if the applied fluence is high enough. Therefore, the process is referred to as cold 

ablation and the removal process is due to direct vaporization of material from solid state. 
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Figure 2.23: Simulated trend of electron system and lattice temperature 

in copper. In the figure, the dashed profile indicates the laser pulse. The 

duration of the pulse is equal to 1 ps [183]. 

If the pulse duration is longer than the electron-phonon coupling time (𝑡𝑝 > 10 ps), 

the heating process of electrons is comparably slower, while the relaxation process is 

faster. The energy is almost instantaneously transferred to the lattice. In fact, in case of 

short laser pulse irradiation, heat diffusion already occurs during irradiation. 

Consequently, the whole system will reach the thermal equilibrium already during the 

laser pulse. 

In this case, the main energy loss process is due to the heat conduction in the target 

and then the material is first melted. If the fluence of the beam is high enough, it is 

vaporized beginning from the melted state. 

Furthermore, two distinct ablation regimes can be observed according to the 

incident laser fluence [184]. At lower laser fluences, the density of hot electrons is too 

low, and the energy transfer out of the optical penetration zone, typically on the order of 

a few nanometres depth, is negligible. A so-called gentle ablation regime is established 

with lower ablation threshold and reduced material removal rate. For higher-pulse 

energies a second ablation regime appears. In this regime, the influence of electronic heat 

conduction becomes important. The absorbed laser energy cannot be stored in the 

interaction volume defined by the optical penetration depth δ, but diffuses deeper into the 

metal target. The effective heat penetration depth l is in the range of several tens to 

hundreds of nanometres. A strong ablation regime takes place, characterized by an 
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increased material removal rate and higher ablation threshold. The first ablation regime, 

dominated by the optical penetration depth, is only accessible if femtosecond pulses are 

used and is not observed for longer pulse durations. During gentle ablation with fs-pulses 

at relatively low laser fluences, the role of thermal diffusion is significantly reduced, 

which is important for precise micro structuring of metals. So, it may be stated that, in 

comparison to short pulsed lasers, ultrashort laser ablation has many advantages. 

In Fig. 2.24 nanosecond and femtosecond pulsed laser are compared [185]. 

Avoiding thermal effect, fs-laser yields precision materials processing resulting from 

efficient energy deposition, while simultaneously minimizing heat conduction and 

thermal damage to the surrounding material [186]. The absence of melting and recast 

layers makes the micromachining clean and accurate with smooth edges, moreover the 

absence of debris makes post-processing surface cleaning unnecessary. These benefits 

product development by reducing risk and time to market, thereby increasing product 

competitiveness, improving performance and reliability [178][187]. 

 

 
Figure 2.24: The effects of a nanosecond pulsed laser compared to a 

femtosecond laser [185]. 

Several research groups have investigated femtosecond laser micromachining of 

basic geometric features on a variety of materials such as borosilicate glass, silicon [186], 

fused silica [188][189], aluminum [189], copper [169], lithium niobite [190], nitinol [30], 

stell [191], PMMA [192], confirming the high quality of the microstructure obtained. 

2.5.1.4 Ultrashort laser milling 

Laser milling or engraving allows fabricating micro-components of complex 3D 

shapes. Starting from the bulk workpiece, the micro structuring process is realized by 
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precisely removing the material via laser ablation in a layer-by-layer fashion. The 3D 

structure to be fabricated is divided into several slices by a suitable CAD-CAM software. 

Each slice is removed with a path of parallel or crossed lines, whose geometry and spacing 

defines the hatching strategy. This can be achieved by keeping the focused laser beam 

fixed and moving the work-piece underneath though a Computer Numeric Control (CNC) 

system or rather by scanning the laser beam over the surface of the work-piece which is 

positioned in the beam focal plane by one of the machine axes. In the first case, 

positioning of the laser beam is very accurate and its energy is delivered quite uniformly 

over the whole working area, but the moving speed is limited by the machine dynamics. 

The second approach is more flexible and ensures high scanning speeds for increased 

productivity. Here, the laser beam is directed onto the sample by two folding 

galvanometric mirrors. The main disadvantage of this method is that the energy delivered 

by the laser beam onto the sample surface may change according to its angular deviation 

from the optical axis. The effective working area is limited by the optics. Hence, in order 

to machine larger pieces, repositioning of the workpiece is required which may introduce 

precision errors. 

The laser pulse duration and the repetition rate regime have a direct impact on the 

accuracy of the laser milling process and on the quality of the micro structured surfaces. 

In case of metals, it has been found using nanosecond or longer laser pulses that the 

removal rate is high but the excessive thermal load delivered onto the working area causes 

burrs, micro-cracks, uncontrolled surface roughness and a considerable layer of molten 

material which, once re-solidified, leads to rounded edges [175] detrimental to the process 

accuracy. Furthermore, for laser pulses longer than the plasma plume extinguishing time 

(typically of a few tens of nanoseconds [193], the trailing part of the incoming pulse is 

absorbed, leading to a decrease of the ablation efficiency. Laser milling with femtosecond 

pulses provides high precision and reduced thermal damages and/or structural 

modifications of the irradiated surface. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the 

threshold fluence decreases as the pulse duration is reduced [194]. It has been further 

observed that the ablation rate per pulse is higher for femtosecond pulses compared to 

picosecond ones [195], probably because the energy penetration depth increases for 

shorter pulses. Indeed, a reduction of the pulse duration from 10 ps down to 500 fs has 

improved by 75% the ablation efficiency of copper and steel samples during laser milling 
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experiments performed under similar conditions [196]. Even in the ultrashort pulse 

regime it is always advisable to work with near threshold fluences because for higher 

fluences the ablation mechanism is once again dominated by melting [175]. However, a 

trade-off between high removal rates and the processed surface quality has to be found. 

A possible solution would be to work with large spot areas as well as multi-spots. Another 

way to overcome this limitation is to employ laser sources with repetition rates higher 

than several hundred kHz up to the MHz regime [197]. Experimental results reveal that 

the process efficiency (ablated volume per Watt of incident laser power) increases with 

the repetition rate, probably due to heat accumulation which facilitates the ablation 

mechanism [198]. Employing an appropriate laser milling strategy may help to minimize 

the thermal load and prevent melting due to heat accumulation even when working at 

repetition rates in the MHz regime. Several studies have clearly shown that the process 

strategy significantly affects the resulting surface quality and edge sharpness [199][200]. 

In particular, the surface roughness and its homogeneity are highly influenced by the line 

pattern scanned by the laser beam. If the lateral distance between the lines is too wide, a 

wavy structure is obtained characterized by deep grooves resulting in a high surface 

roughness. Conversely, if the line spacing is considerably smaller than the spot size, the 

formation of irregular conical microstructures may affect the surface roughness of the 

processed surface. This phenomenon is more evident at low scan speeds and high laser 

powers and is attributed to local melting of the surface induced by heat accumulation due 

to the high spatial overlap between consecutive pulses at high repetition rates [201]. 

Experimental studies on stainless steel and copper have shown that to obtain a 

homogeneous surface with sub-micrometer roughness, the line distance should be about 

half the spot radius and the pulse-to-pulse overlap should be typically in the range of 30% 

[200][202]. This implies moving the beam at several tens or even hundreds of meters per 

second when working with laser sources operating in the MHz regime. This would allow 

distributing the incident laser power over an adequate surface to prevent heat 

accumulation. For this reason, novel techniques to deflect the beam at high speed, as well 

as a new generation of scan heads like polygon scanners are being developed. Enlarging 

the focused spot size improves the surface homogeneity but reduces the achievable 

precision. Splitting the energy of intense femtosecond laser pulses into groups of pulses 

with close temporal distance (so called bursts or pulse trains) so that each pulse is well 
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above the ablation threshold, but still in the range of low-fluence ablation regime, is 

another technique which may be employed to improve the ablation rate preventing heat 

accumulation at relatively high laser average powers [202]. The so-called burst mode 

exploits the incubation effect to increase the material removal rate. An undesired side-

effect of 3D laser milling is the inclination of the micro-structure sidewalls. Such wall 

angle increases with both higher laser power and deeper ablation depths. This defect can 

be mitigated working with linearly polarized light oriented parallel to the sidewalls or 

implementing suitable acceleration and deceleration sections at the edges of the machined 

structures [201]. The accuracy of the laser milling process at the sidewalls can be 

enhanced also by synchronizing the pulse train repetition rate to the beam guiding system 

in order to start each line of the pattern with the laser spot always in the same point. In 

conclusion, high precision laser milling of complex 3D micro-structures can be realized 

exploiting the advantages of the femtosecond laser technology by choosing the 

appropriate set of laser parameters and a suitable machining strategy. 

2.5.2 Femtosecond laser ablation for the fabrication of lab-

on-a-chips 

Femtosecond laser micromachining by direct ablation process has long been 

considered as a powerful tool for the fabrication of microstructures on various materials. 

Ultrafast laser micromachining with the programmable processing capability is being 

used for the rapid prototyping of lab on a chip (LOC) devices. The designed patterns to 

be machined can be prepared on the program software despite of the complexity of design. 

The LOC fabrication by direct femtosecond laser ablation is realized by irradiating the 

substrate with the pattern either by translating the laser beam using Galvanometer-

controlled scanning mirrors and flat field lenses or by translating the substrate through a 

three-dimensional XYZ translational stage. Automation of the movement of laser beam 

via a galvo scan head or XYZ translation stage can be done by integrating a CAD-CAM 

software.  

Several parameters are involved in a direct femtosecond laser micromachining 

process. They can be categorized major into four: (1) laser beam parameters, (2) sample 

parameters, (3) scanning parameters, (4) processing parameters. Laser beam parameters 
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include the average power, the pulse energy, pulse duration, beam profile, wavelength, 

pulse repetition rate, beam diameter and polarization of the light. The physical-chemical 

characteristics of the substrate material and its surface roughness are considered as sample 

parameters. The scan velocity, scanner/stage distance from the focusing lens, number of 

scans, overlap and angle of incidence are summarized as scanning parameters. Processing 

parameters include micromachining environment, gas pressure, mobility of the sample 

relative to the laser and temperature of sample. All the parameters may vary according to 

the layout of the microfluidic device. In particular, the laser parameters (wavelength, 

pulse duration, pulse energy, repetition rate) and material parameters (bandgap, thermal 

properties) have significant influence on the structure morphology in the fabrication of 

microfluidic chips. Irradiation with ultra short pulses at low fluence close to the ablation 

threshold yield high quality material processing and surface roughness in the range of few 

tens of nanometers without any visible mechanical and thermal damages.  

Several researchers have established femtosecond laser technology as a viable tool 

for the fabrication of lab-on-a-chip devices in various materials such as glass, fused silica 

and thermoplastic polymers etc.,  

Ya Cheng et al., developed a micro mixer consisting of Y branched microchannels 

in glass for LOC applications [203]. Yang Liao et al., demonstrated a passive microfluidic 

mixer consisting of geometrically complex 3D microchannels in glass, which showed 

superior mixing efficiency as compared to 1D microfluidic channels [204]. 

F. Bragheri et al., presented a microfluidic device in fused silica acting as an 

integrated micro fluorescence activated cell sorter (microFACS) for analysis and sorting 

at the single cell level, allowing the isolation of subpopulations with high selectivity from 

a heterogenous cell sample. The cell sample constituted of human transformed fibroblasts 

transfected with a plasmid encoding the enhanced green fluorescent protein [205]. Allison 

Schaap et al., fabricated a optofluidic device comprises a straight microchannel with a 

curved waveguide in fused silica, that can detect, monitor  and qualitatively distinguish 

algae species free flowing in a water stream [206].  

Annalisa Volpe et al., reported femtosecond laser microfabrication of a PMMA 

inertial microfluidic sorter that enabled to separate particles based on their size and 

provided an enhanced throughput capability of capture efficiency (> 80%) of large beads. 

The LOC device consisted of a microchannel with expansion chambers provided with 
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siphoning outlets [207]. The same research group fabricated and assembled a PMMA 

microfluidic optical stretcher for the manipulation of single cells. They combined 

femtosecond laser micromachining and micro-injection moulding [208] technologies for 

the fabrication of the device.  R. Martínez Vázquez et al., have demonstrated a plastic 

optofluidic chip with integrated microfluidic and optical excitation/detection 

functionalities fabricated by femtosecond laser micromachining. The integrated chip 

consisted of a microfluidic channel probed by fibers inserted in fiber groove channels 

with binary Fresnel zones formed on the opposite surface for capturing fluorescence 

[209]. They have also fabricated a lab on chip with the combination of femtosecond laser 

micromachining and micro injection moulding for counting fluorescent micrometric 

particles. The complete platform was coupled with a mobile phone and allows performing 

point of care fluorescence analysis [210].  

2.6 Bonding of thermoplastic microfluidic devices  

Bonding techniques for the assembly of microfluidic devices can be classified into 

indirect and direct bonding methods. In the former case, adhesive layers are used to bond 

two substrates having microstructures in one or both substrates fabricated by different 

micromachining procedures. In contrast, direct bonding methods do not use any 

additional material at the interface between the two substrates. In direct bonding 

technique, the bulk polymer substrates itself comprises the adhesive.  

2.6.1 Indirect bonding 

2.6.1.1 Adhesive bonding 

Sealing of thermoplastic microfluidic chips using adhesive bonding techniques 

have been used widely due to its simplicity. One of the simplest adhesive bonding 

techniques is the use of glues, i.e. liquid adhesives that set through the evaporation of 

solvent, or epoxies and acrylates that cure (polymerize and crosslink) after mixing with a 

catalyzing agent.  A very common approach is to apply a thin layer of a high viscosity 

adhesive liquid at the interface between the thermoplastic substrates to bond. After 

exposure to UV light the adhesive gets cross linked to become a bond between the 
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substrates. Synthetic resins containing photo initiators at specific wavelengths of light are 

generally used. 

In all adhesive boding techniques, there is the risk of microchannel clogging. 

Channel clogging may happen in many ways for example adhesive materials used for 

bonding may remain in the channel and make a constrain or block the fluid flow and, 

especially when using heating and pressure for adhesive bonding, the channel may get 

damaged. Several approaches were found in past years to overcome clogging of 

microchannel when using adhesive bonding.  

A contact printing process in which adhesive layer can be precisely controlled by 

the stainless-steel plate having a hole inside (hollow) and use sacrificial channel network 

design to remove air bubbles and excessive adhesive, ensuring that the adhesive cannot 

enter the channels (Figure 2.25) [211]. 

                                                    

 

Figure 2.25: Adhesive application using a contact printing process. 

Adhesive was poured on steel plate with a having hole inside and spread 

over the plate using a blade (step 1, 2). Adhesive was applied on the 

rubber pad (step 3, 4). The adhesive on the rubber pad was deposited on 

the PMMA chip, the adhesive thickness on PMMA chip was nearly one 

fourth of the hollow depth and excessive adhesive was removed by 

sacrificial channels (step 5, 6). [211]. 

A further benefit of this approach is, with the exception of the exposed thickness of 

the adhesive layer, the resulting microchannels possess homogeneous surface properties. 

Screen printing of cover plate for applying adhesive to the surface before bonding have 

also produced same results [212]. In this approach, a precise alignment is required 

between microchannels and adhesive patterns, which is a considerable challenge. 
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Bonding by means of lamination films have been considered as another common 

method for adhesive bonding [213]. Lamination films are available in both solvated liquid 

as well as dry film. The dry lamination films are less expensive and easy to use. 

Commercially available lamination films have thickness as low as 40µm. This method of 

bonding does not need any experimental procedures or any other instrument. The process 

has the advantage of high throughput and scalability, thus it is suitable for mass 

production. Another approach of thermoplastic microfluidic bonding is also a kind of 

lamination but by thermally activated adhesives. A polymer layer coated with an adhesive 

resin is used as the thermal lamination film. At elevated temperatures from the range of 

100⁰C to 150⁰C the lamination film gets activated and gives rise to bonding. 

Some other variants of lamination bonding methods being used are, adhesive 

lamination film of COC sheet plasticized by a solvent mixture [214]. A 7.5% v/v mixture 

of hexadecane in isopropanol has been used as the solvent mixture [214]. An 

uncrosslinked photo patternable resin (SU-8) has been spun onto a PET dry lamination 

film using as laminating layer on a cross linked SU-8 having microchannels [215]. In a 

related lamination process, standard laser printer toner was used as a binding agent, 

allowing printed transparency films to be bonded by thermal lamination with the toner 

acting as both adhesive and microchannel sidewalls [216].        

2.6.2 Direct bonding 

2.6.2.1 Thermal fusion bonding 

Direct thermal bonding takes place by elevating the temperature of one or both 

substrates being joined to near or above their glass transition temperature 𝑇𝑔 and parallelly 

applying a pressure to get enough contacting force between the mating surfaces. A 

sufficient polymer flow happens at the interface and achieve intimate contact due to the 

applied temperature and pressure. The polymer chains of both substrates at the interface 

inter-diffuse leading to a strong bond. Under ideal conditions, the bonding strength can 

achieve values comparable to the cohesive strength of the bulk material. Direct thermal 

bonding offers the advantage of homogeneous surface properties for microchannels due 

to the usage of identical materials for the patterning microchannel and the capping layer. 

The simplicity of the bonding approach and higher bonding strength have made direct 
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thermal bonding as one of the most common methods for sealing of microfluidic devices 

in many applications. 

Thermal fusion bonding is already used for various thermoplastic materials such as 

polycarbonate (PC) [217], PMMA [218] and COC [219] depending on the application 

and requirements of the microfluidic device. Furthermore, thermal fusion bonding has 

also been successfully applied to polymers including polystyrene, nylon, polysulfone 

[220], copolyester [221] and several fluoropolymers [222]. Thermal fusion bonding can 

also be used to bond dissimilar materials mostly in a low temperature condition [223]. 

Thermal bonding of dissimilar materials is achieved preferably on thermoplastics with 

similar glass transition temperatures. The bonding takes place by setting the bonding 

temperature near or above the 𝑇𝑔 of the material having lower 𝑇𝑔 to prevent channel 

distortions. 

Channel deformation caused by unoptimized temperature and pressure is a major 

challenge in thermal fusion bonding. To achieve high bonding strength and limit the 

deformation of microchannels it is necessary to control temperature, pressure and time 

duration. Thus, the use of a programmable commercial hot press [224] and roller 

laminator [225] are recommended. In a commercial hot press, the critical step is selecting 

the process parameters (to be configured for each different application) to limit the 

channel deformation during the bonding. Due to variations in 𝑇𝑔 of different material 

grades of specific thermoplastic types, a significant adjustment of the parameters is 

needed for bonding. Moreover, to get optimal bonding one should keep the substrate as 

much flat, clean and dry as possible. A cleanroom environment can prevent the chances 

of trapping tiny particles inside the sealed microchannel. 

In order to reduce the prospect of channel collapse during thermal bonding, several 

practices have also been developed. For thermoplastic substrates it has been found that 

elevating the temperature above 𝑇𝑔 while applying a lower pressure [226] or applying 

high pressure at temperature well below 𝑇𝑔 [219] allows reducing the channel 

deformation and attaining a stable bond. 

2.6.2.2 Solvent bonding 

Solvent bonding is one of the several methods of adhesive bonding. The mating 

surfaces of bonding substrates are solvated and softens the polymers at the interface. The 
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polymer chains become mobile and readily diffuse across the solvated layer leading to 

intertwining of the polymer chains and resulting in a strong bond.  Solvent bonding can 

be a high throughput process, which can be easily scaled from prototyping to mass 

production depending on the specific approach employed. The solvent can be applied in 

liquid or in vapor phase to the polymer substrates. A chemical acts as a solvent for another 

substance when there is no propensity for the molecules of the materials to set apart from 

one another, that is if the total molecular attraction force between dissimilar materials 

exceeds the attraction force of the material itself [227]. Solvent bonding of thermoplastics 

takes advantage of polymer solubility in order to secure the entanglement between 

polymer chains at the interface. Solubility of polymers in organic solvents can be 

appropriately described by the Hildebrandt Parameter (d), which is defined as the square 

root of cohesive energy density for each molecular system [228]. 

The cohesive energy is defined as the attractive molecular forces and can be 

calculated starting from the material’s vaporizing energy (𝑈𝑣𝑎𝑝), that is the difference 

between the latent heat of vaporization (.H⁰) and the mechanical work resulting from the 

evaporation. The product of the gas constant (R) and the absolute temperature (T) is 

approximately equal to the mechanical work resulting from the evaporation (latter term). 

Therefore, 

 

 

 

The vaporizing energy divided by the molar volume of the solvent (m) gives the 

cohesive energy density. The square root of cohesive energy density provides the 

Hildebrandt solubility parameter. That is, 

 

 

 

The unit of Hildebrandt solubility parameter is ( 𝐽/𝑐𝑚3)
1

2⁄  or 𝑀𝑃𝑎
1

2⁄  and gives 

the measurement of cohesive molecular forces for both solute and solvent. The molecules 

of each material can easily coexist if the materials have similar cohesive forces which 

leads to dissolution of the solutes in solvents[228]. 

𝑈𝑣𝑎𝑝 = . 𝐻⁰- 𝑅𝑇 

𝛿 = [(. 𝐻0 − 𝑅𝑇)/𝑣]
1

2⁄  
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For amorphous non-polar polymers, the cohesive forces between the materials can 

be approximated as the geometric mean of the individual cohesive forces. Therefore, 

when the Hildebrandt solubility parameters are similar or equal to another material, one 

of the given materials will act as a solvent for another [227]. The solubility parameters of 

common thermoplastic polymers and organic solvents are summarized in Table 2.1. 

[227]. 

Table 2.1. Solubility parameters for few thermoplastic polymers and organic 

solvents 

Thermoplastic Solubility parameter (𝜹) [( 𝑱/𝒄𝒎𝟑)
𝟏

𝟐⁄ ] 

PTFE 12.6 

PE 16.3 

PP 16.3 

COC 17.7 

PMMA 20.1 

PS 18.7 

PVC 19.4 

PC 19.4 

PET 21.8 

Solvents Solubility parameter (𝜹) [( 𝑱/𝒄𝒎𝟑)
𝟏

𝟐⁄ ] 

Cyclohexane 16.7 

Methylene dichloride 19.8 

Ethylene dichloride 20.0 

Acetone 20.4 

n-Hexanol 21.8 

Isopropanol 23.4 

Acetonitrile 25.1 

Ethanol 26.0 

Dimethyl sulfoxide 26.7 

Methanol 29.6 

Water 47.7 
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From the Table 2.1, it is understood that there are several solvents available for 

various thermoplastics. PMMA is a typical material suitable for solvent bonding. 

Majority of the solvents in the Table 2.1 have been already demonstrated suitable for 

bonding PMMA, like e.g. ethanol [229], methanol, isopropanol [230], acetonitrile [231], 

dimethyl sulfoxide [232], ethylene dichloride [233]. By controlling the solvent 

composition, exposure time and temperature, it is possible to increase the bonding 

strength. On the other hand, an excessive quantity of solvent affects the bonding strength 

and increases the chances of solvent residue in the microchannels, which is a challenging 

setback of solvent bonding. 

2.6.2.3 Localized welding 

The use of ultrasonic energy for inducing heat and softening at the interface 

between the 2 substrates is a popular non-adhesive and non-mechanical method for 

bonding at the macroscale thermoplastic components. A benefit of this approach is that 

the energy can be applied locally to specific regions to be bonded or globally to all mating 

surfaces to get a uniform bonding [234]. By using a commercially available welding 

system operating at 35KHz, ultrasonic welding has been efficiently demonstrated on 

PMMA and Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) microfluidic devices [235]. The precise 

bonding of the substrates by ultrasonic bonding is achieved by optimizing the welding 

parameters comprising force, power and time. 

The use of microwave energy to heat embedded metal films between the desired 

surfaces to be bonded is an alternative way to achieve localized welding on 

thermoplastics. Few researchers have achieved localized bonding by microwave energy 

[236] with an embossed PMMA having a 100nm layer of chromium/gold covered by a 

100nm metal film and placed in a microwave chamber operating at 2.4GHz. The incident 

RF energy was absorbed by the metal film and guided to melting of gold layer, thus 

achieving localized bonding of the polymer substrate.  

Localized bonding of thermoplastic microfluidic chips has also been attained via 

infrared (IR) welding [237]. An IR transparent thermoplastic microfluidic chip was sealed 

with an opaque thermoplastic substrate by focusing a 1100nm laser beam at the interface 
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of the substrates. The heat produced by the laser beam lead to the localized bonding in 

between them. 

Even though localized bonding of thermoplastics can be obtained with different 

techniques, there are several reasons for not adopting this method for assembling 

microfluidic devices. In spite of the advantages offered by the ultrasonic bonding, like 

e.g.  compatibility with any thermoplastics, ability to bond dissimilar plastics as well as 

plastics to other materials like metals, unfortunately, this method requires special chip 

designs to productively direct and focus the energy at desired bonding surfaces. This 

limits the use of ultrasonic bonding for prototyping of microfluidic chips. In the case of 

microwave RF energy bonding the requirement of an additional step for metal deposition 

introduces restrictions in the fabrication process and the metal itself could contaminate 

the microfluidic device or behave as an electrical shunt, which is not suitable for many 

applications. Different absorption behaviour of the substrates to the laser wavelength may 

also impose unwanted constraints in laser bonding technique [212]. 

2.6.2.4 Wax bonding 

The oldest thermoplastic material known to human being is wax (beeswax). Hot 

melted waxes can be used to coat the substrates and bond them together after cooling. In 

comparison to other homogenous chemical compounds, beeswax does not melt instantly 

upon heating but undergoes several intermediate states (solid‐plastic−semi plastic− 

semiliquid‐liquid), starting from a temperature of 40°C and fully melt at about 64°C 

[238]. Wax is well suitable for low temperature bonding because of this unique melting 

behaviour. Ironically, beeswax is a renewable natural material. But the chemical 

composition of beeswax differs depending on the species of bee and its geographical 

origin [238]. 

In wax bonding both the microstructures and adhesive are with wax. The 

microchannels are defined by the space between the two glass substrates. A specially 

developed decal-transfer microlithography can be used for producing wax pattern on a 

glass substrate at dimension down to 25µm. The wax patterned layer covered with a plane 

glass substrate can represent a complete microfluidic device. Effective glass-wax bonding 

has been achieved at 40⁰C temperature with a soft pressure without needing any pre 

surface treatment for glass [238] relying on the special melting behaviour of waxes. 
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Moreover, wax bonding offers an effective sealing for microfluidic devices even if the 

microfluidic network is on a non flat glass substrate. 

2.6.3 Surface treatments and modifications 

Increased surface energy provides a number of advantages in thermoplastic bonding 

technology. Enhanced wettability of mating surfaces enables more intimate contact and 

eventually improve the mechanical interlocking and interdiffusion of the polymer chains 

at the bonding interface. Higher surface energy can also offer a higher bonding strength 

through the generation of electrostatic interactions. Surfaces with high-specific energy 

can create hydrogen or covalent interface bonds when they are in the form of polar 

functional groups and are able to provide the bonding strength to surpass the cohesive 

strength of the bulk polymer. In macro scale polymer engineering, surface treatments are 

widely used to increase the surface energy before bonding. Different surface treatment 

approaches include solvent or acid treatment [239], surface grafting [240], and both 

vacuum [241] and atmospheric [242] plasmas. 

Plasma activation is typically used in microfluidic applications to modify PDMS 

surfaces with silanol groups [243], which result in covalent bonding between the 

elastomer matting layers. It has also been widely applied to thermoplastic microfluidics. 

Energetic ions, electrons and UV photons can have enough energy to break down 

chemical bonds on the target surface and create highly reactive free radicals, which help 

to form desired charging surface groups and increase the total energy density of the 

surface. Plasma modification has been used to fabricate thermoplastic microfluidic chips 

at reduced processing temperature but with improved bonding strength. Various 

thermoplastics has been already successfully joined by plasma surface modification, 

including PMMA [232], COC [219], PC [244], PS [224] and PET [245] and using both 

oxygen and atmospheric air plasma. 

The application of ultraviolet light is a simpler alternative to plasma activation for 

the enhancement of thermoplastic surface energy. UV energy exposure to the 

thermoplastic surface results in photodegradation due to photo-oxidation and polymer 

chain scission at the surface [246]. Generally, an exposure of light in the range of 300-

400 nm is sufficient to break the chemical bonds in thermoplastics [247]. The chain 

scission of polymers leads to the formation of lower molecular weight radicals in addition 
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to the reduction of glass transition temperature at the UV exposed polymer surface. The 

optical absorption range of the polymer determines the thickness of the modified polymer 

layer, while the thermomechanical properties of the bulk polymer remain unchanged. By 

UV exposure the Tg of the PMMA can be reduced below to its original Tg value [212]. 

This allows to successfully bond microfluidic chips at temperatures well below the Tg of 

the bulk polymer with less channel deformation and without reducing the bond strength. 

The same method has been successfully practiced attaining low temperature bonding of 

various PMMA [248], PC [249] and cellulose acetate [250] microfluidic chips. 

A combination of UV light exposure and photogenerated oxygen radicals has also 

been demonstrated as a suitable surface treatment that improves bonding. By this method 

a thermoplastic microfluidic device has been bonded at low process temperature with an 

exceptionally high bond strength [251]. This approach is based on a UV / ozone exposure 

technique and was originally developed as an alternative to oxygen plasma ashing [252] 

for the removal of organic contaminants from semiconductors. The UV/ozone exposure 

can increase the surface energy of the polymer by breaking polymer chains and insert 

oxygen containing functional group [253]. UV/ozone treated polymer surface offer a 

bond strength comparable to the one achieved on the untreated surfaces heated at the glass 

transition temperature. Sometimes UV/ozone treated surfaces can achieve 10-100 times 

higher bond strength than their mother counterparts [212]. 

Comprehensively, the bond strength of thermoplastic microfluidic devices can be 

increased by surface treatments either by plasma, UV, or UV/ozone exposure. UV or 

UV/ozone treatments can be used to activate the surfaces prior to thermal bonding in 

practical prototyping, considering the high throughput and minimal equipment required. 

Commercial UV/ozone instruments are much cheaper than the plasma systems. 

Another important consideration is the effect of surface modifications on the 

microchannel wall chemistry. The enhanced hydrophilicity may allow simple channel 

formation through surface tension driven wetting, whereas unwanted electrostatic 

interactions with analyte molecules and excessive or poorly controlled electro-osmotic 

flows can be produced with charged surface groups resulting from plasma, UV or 

UV/ozone exposure [212]. 
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Chapter 3 

Materials and methods 

3.1 Introduction 

In this thesis, two different polymeric LOCs were developed: 

1. a chip for circulating tumour cell capturing; 

2. a chip for neuronal cell culturing 

The development of the devices included the following steps: 

 

In this chapter the main steps of this procedure, namely the choice of the materials, 

the fabrication setup for machining the samples, and the instruments for post process 

characterization and analysis are presented. Furthermore, the setups used for the final 

validation of the assembled LOCs are described. It is worth noting that the fs-laser 

parameters used were found following the statistical approach described in chapter 4. 

3.2 Materials 

The device 1 was fabricated using PMMA samples (Vistacryl CQ, Vista Optics Ltd) 

with optical quality (measured surface roughness Ra<5nm). The milling tests were carried 

out on PMMA square plates (3cmx3cm) of thickness <5 mm, without any pre-treatment. 

Validation of the devices

Post-processing analysis

Microscopic inspection

Bonding

Indirect solvent bonding Direct adhesive bonding

Fabrication of the microfluidic network

Fs-laser micromachining+micro-milling Hot embossing

Materials choise

Design
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Among all the polymeric materials, PMMA has been selected for its specific 

characteristics such as rigidity, transparency in the visible light spectral range, 

biocompatibility and good environmental stability, which make it a valid and cheaper 

alternative to glass for the fabrication of microfluidic devices.  

For microchannel functionalization we used Aptes (Sigma Aldrich) 5% in Ethanol, 

Glutaraldehyde (Sigma Aldrich) 0.05% in water and antibodies Anti-Epithelial Cell 

Adhesion Molecule (EpCAM) Mouse monoclonal (Sigma Aldrich). Anti-EpCAM 

antibody, specifically recognizes human EpCAM expressed at the surface of epithelial 

cells and is not reactive with normal or neoplastic non-epithelial cells.  

OECM-1 Human Oral Squamous Carcinoma cell line (purchased by SCC/Sigma-

Aldrich) is suitable for studies of cancer cell signaling, epithelial-mesenchymal transition 

(EMT), metastasis, invasion, and cancer cell stemness. Jurkat cell lines (purchased by 

ATCC) are human blood (leukemic T-cell lymphoblast)-derived cells.  

The device 2 was also fabricated using a transparent PMMA plate of thickness 5mm 

without any pre-treatment. The master mould for device 2 was fabricated by EpoxyAcast 

690 from Smooth-On. The two parts A and B has been taken at a ratio 100 parts (A): 30 

parts (B) by weight.  

Part A contains: Oxirane,2,2’-((1-methylethylidene) bis (4,1-

phenyleneoxymethylene)) bis-, homopolymer (CAS No. 25085-99-8). 

Part B contains: Polyoxypropylenediamine (CAS No. 9046-10-0). 

The EpoxyAcast 690 master has been chosen because it is reusable, and it can 

withstand without cracks up to a pressure load more than that of offered by the silicon 

and the SU8 Photoresist.  

The fabricated PMMA devices were exposed to oxygen plasma (Pico A, Diener 

Electric, Germany) to render the surfaces hydrophilic and ethanol was introduced via 

wells to prevent bubble formation in the channels. Ethanol was removed and poly-L-

ornithine (PLO, Sigma) added to the top of the two wells and left for 3 hours to improve 

cell attachment. PLO was removed and channels were rinsed with medium, before filling 

all wells. Devices were stored in a humidified incubator (37°C/5% CO2) prior to cell 

seeding. 
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Two different bonding technologies have been derived for PMMA microfluidic 

devices.  One was Isopropanol assisted indirect thermal bonding and the other technique 

relied on using ThermalSeal RTS pressure sensitive adhesive film.  

3.3 Device fabrication setup 

3.3.1 Femtosecond laser micromachining  

Two laser sources were used for milling experiments. 

3.3.1.1 Trumpf Laser 

An ultrafast solid-state laser system (mod. TruMicro Femto Ed. From Trumpf 

GmbH) (Figure 3.1) based on the chirped pulse amplification technique (CPA) and 

emitting laser pulses at the wavelength of 1030 nm was used. The laser source provides 

an almost diffraction limited beam (M2<1.3) linearly polarized with pulse duration of 900 

fs, maximum average power of 40 W, maximum pulse energy of 400 μJ, and repetition 

rate ranging from 100 kHz to 800 kHz. An external modulator allows reducing the 

repetition rate below 100 kHz and down to 1 kHz.   

A quarter-wave-plate circularly polarizes the beam, and then a galvo-scan head 

(IntelliSCANNse 14, SCAN-LAB, Puchheim, Germany), equipped with a telecentric lens 

of 100 mm focal length, focuses and moves the beam onto the polymeric surface. 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic of Trumpf laser system set up 
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Several process parameters contribute to the final surface quality and depth of a 

laser milled parts. In particular, the laser pulse energy (Ep), the repetition rate (R.R.), the 

scanning speed (s) and the hatch distance (d), are relevant parameters that have been 

investigated in this work: 

- pulse energy is the whole optical energy contained in a pulse. The output average 

power of the laser can be calculated by multiplying the pulse energy by the pulse 

frequency; 

- repetition rate or pulsing frequency is the number of pulses per second emitted by 

the laser; 

- scanning speed is the velocity with which the laser beam travels on the material 

surface; 

- hatch distance is the distance between two consecutive scanning lines. 

Each laser milling test was performed superimposing two perpendicular scanning 

patterns, illustrated in Figure 3.2, in order to obtain uniform ablation all over the milled 

area.  

 

Figure 3.2: A schematic of the laser scanning pattern employed during 

milling of PMMA specimens; d is the distance between two 

consecutive scanning lines. 

 
Each test has been carried out on a target area of 1-mm x 5-mm. After fs-laser 

milling, the samples were washed with ultrapure water in an ultrasound bath for 15 min, 

in order to remove the processing residues.  

Complex designs, i.e. the serpentine (chapter 5) and the compartmentalized 

structure (chapter 6) were designed with Rhinoceros 5 CAD software and then transferred 

to the galvo-scanner software. 
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3.3.1.2 Pharos laser  

The second laser source employed was the Pharos SP 1.5 from Light Conversion, 

providing 200 fs pulses with variable repetition rate from a single pulse to 1 MHz. The 

almost diffraction limited laser beam (𝑀2<1.3) was characterized by a central wavelength 

of 1030 nm and had a maximum average power of 6 W and maximum pulse energy 𝐸𝑝 

of 1.5 mJ. 

The linearly polarized exit beam passed through a half-wave plate and a polarizer, 

which allowed to tune the average power by rotating the half waveplate. Then, the laser 

beam was passed to a short focal length objective with a focal length of 2.5 cm (the 

estimated focused spot diameter d in air was 10 µm) mounted on a PC controlled 

motorized axis (Aerotech, ANT130 LZS, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) (Figure 3.3). This 

enabled the beam focus to be finely positioned in the polymeric samples that were moved 

on a XY plane, perpendicular to the beam axis by two Aerotech ABL1500 motorized 

stages with sub micrometer resolution. 

 

Figure 3.3: Schematic of Pharos laser system set up 

The Pharos laser system was used to mill the array of microchannels in 

compartmentalized design (chapter 6).   

3.3.2 Mechanical micro-milling 

The micro milling machine used was the Mini Mill GX by Minitech Machinery, 

USA. A 400μm-sized tool was used to mill the PMMA layer with 20000 RPM and air 
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cooling. The geometries were designed using computer-aided design software 

(Rhinoceros 5) and CAD-CAM software transferred CAD information in machine-code 

file for the micro milling control.  

3.3.3 Hot embossing  

Hot embossing was conducted on 5mm thickened PMMA sheet using an epoxy 

resin master as stamp. The hot embossing machine used was Specac Atlas Manual 

Hydraulic Press 15T customized with a capacity of 0.9 tonnes load (Figure 3.4). It was 

fitted with two metal platens (top and bottom) and these were connected to a temperature 

controller. Cooling was achieved by a chiller circulated cold water connected to the 

machine. The micropatterned epoxy resin master stamp and pre-cut PMMA substrate 

were hitched up into a set (Figure 3.5). The unpatterned open surfaces of this master-

sample set were covered by Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) sheets to avoid the direct 

contact between master/sample with the metal platens. Prior to start hot embossing, the 

pressure release valve on the machine was firmly tightened and water cooling supplied to 

the machine. The master-sample set was placed in between the two metal platens with the 

covering of PTFE sheets. The top plate was screwed down until it made compressed 

contact with the master-sample set (Figure 3.6). 

 

Figure 3.4: Hydraulic press machine for hot embossing 
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Figure 3.5: Hitched up epoxy 

resin master and   PMMA 

substrate 

Figure 3.6: Compressed set of 

master-sample in between metal 

platens 

 

                                                         

The master-sample set was heated to different temperatures (loading temperature 

𝐿𝑇) above glass transition temperature (𝑇𝑔=120⁰C) of PMMA (from 130⁰C to 150⁰C) by 

using temperature controller under different pressure loads (loading pressure𝐿𝑃, 0.2 ton 

to 0.3 ton) for 15 minutes. After 15 minutes the loading temperature was decreased to 

room temperature (22⁰C), maintaining the pressure load at the same level and left the 

system for 1 hour to reach room temperature. Once the master-sample set was cooled, 

pressure release valve was released, and the sample was taken out from the machine. The 

imprinted PMMA substrate was demoulded from the epoxy resin master by hand. A 4-

mm-diameter inlet and outlet holes for the device were drilled by a mechanical drilling 

machine. 

3.3.4 Bonding 

3.3.4.1 Isopropanol assisted indirect thermal bonding  

A cheap, simple, fast and deformation free method for bonding the two PMMA 

substrates was introduced here. This method is based on depositing isopropyl alcohol 

(IPA) {((𝐶𝐻3) 2CHOH)} using spin coater at the coating speed of 2000 RPM on the flat 

bottom substrate and capping it with the micropatterned PMMA substrate. The excess 

solvent was eliminated through blotting paper. The two PMMA slices were hold by two 

plastic clamps which provided a low-pressure condition and a temperature was applied 
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below the glass transition temperature 120˚C of PMMA, which led to the bonding of 

PMMA substrates.  

Since PMMA has less solubility parameter (20(𝐽𝑐𝑚−2)1/2 )  than that of IPA 

(23.4 (𝐽𝑐𝑚−2)1/2), PMMA cannot be dissolved in IPA at room temperature (see chapter 

2 section 2.6.2.2). The micro patterned PMMA plate and another plane PMMA plate were 

cleaned with IPA by shaking them inside a petri dish and dried by using nitrogen (𝑁2) gas 

prior to bonding. Few drops of hot IPA (70°C) were spin coated onto the plane PMMA 

plate which was capped with the micropatterned PMMA plate. Both PMMA plates were 

stacked together with a plastic clamp (Figure 3.7). The Plastic clamp provided a low 

pressure onto the stacked PMMA plates, which avoided deformations of the chip after 

bonding. An oven was preheated to a temperature of 60˚C below the glass transition 

temperature of PMMA. The pre-treated sample was put into the preheated oven for 20 

minutes. At this temperature and pressure the PMMA monomers at the interface got cross 

linked by the solvent assistance of isopropyl acid. The bonded chip was allowed to cool 

down to room temperature for 5 minutes.  

 

Figure 3.7: Stacked PMMA slabs with plastic clamp 

3.4 Post-processing analysis equipments 

The morphological characterization of the laser machined samples was done by 

using optical, confocal microscopes as well as an optical profilometer, which are 

described in this section. 
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3.4.1 Optical microscope 

After the micromachining of device 1 the samples were firstly checked with an 

optical microscope Nikon Eclipse ME600. It is equipped with five objectives for 5X, 

10X, 20X, 50X and 100X magnification and a PC-interfaced digital camera which allows 

measurements of samples features. A motorized z-axis sample holder allows to precisely 

focus on the sample surface and to make evaluations of the depth of the ablated structures. 

Two light sources are provided, thus allowing measurements in both reflection and 

transmission configuration. 

For device 2, an inverted microscope (AxioObserver Z1, Zeiss) was used and 

images were taken with a CMOS camera (ORCA-Flash 4, Hamamatsu) and 5x, 10x, 20x 

and 40x lenses (all from Zeiss). Processing of images were undertaken using Zen Pro 

(Blue edition, Zeiss) or Fiji/ImageJ.  

3.4.2 Confocal microscope 

A 3D non-contact ZEISS Axio CSM 700 confocal microscope was used to 

accurately measure the surface topography and roughness of the sample. The confocal 

microscope specifications are reported in Table 3.1 [254]. 

Table 3.1: Confocal microscope AXIO CSM700 Zeiss specifications 

Lateral resolution 0,16 μm 

Repeatability on the lateral measurements (3 σ) 0,01 μm 

Repeatability on height measurements (1 σ) 0,02 μm 

Objective lens 10× EC Epiplan-Neofluar 

Numerical Aperture 0.25 

Lateral digital resolution (line-space-pattern) 160 nm 

Repeatability on the lateral measurements (3 σ (1 σ)) 20 (30) nm 

Vertical resolution 0.5 μm 
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3.5 Validation setup of the final devices 

3.5.1 Lab-on-a-chip for circulating tumour cells capturing 

For the functionalization and testing of the LoC for tumor cells capturing the 

assembled device was connected to capillary tubes perfectly fitting with micro milled 

shaped inlet/outlet and connected to the microfluidic setup using miniaturized 

piezoelectric pumps (Bartels’ mp6 series) controlled by STM32 Nucleo32 board and 

National Instruments Labview user interface.  Real-time acquisition of the capture test 

was performed using an Olympus inverted microscope integrated into an Okolab setup 

equipped with a temperature-controlled box and a camera. Cell cultures were grown in 

an incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2 and cultured in suspension in RPMI 1640 complete 

growth medium (Jurkat cells) or in adhesion (OECM-1 cells) in complete Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), and the medium was renewed every two days. Few 

minutes before the capture experiments cancer cells were suspended and harvested using 

0.05% trypsin. After detachment, cells were washed and resuspended in DMEM medium 

at the right dilution. Jurkat cells were collected from the flask, centrifuged, counted and 

resuspended at the right dilution, too. Solutions were then loaded into capillary tubes 

using piezoelectric micropumps set at a flow velocity value of 8μl/min. 

3.5.2 Lab-on-a-chip for neuronal cell culturing 

3.5.2.1 Primary hippocampal cell culture 

One to two days old Sprague Dawley rat pups were killed via cervical dislocation 

and the hippocampus dissected out. The tissue was chopped up and incubated in papain 

solution (1.5 mg/ml) followed by trituration in bovine serum albumin solution (10 

mg/ml). The isolated cells were then spun down, and the pellet resuspended in culture 

medium at a density of 3-4 x 106 cells/ml. This medium consisted of Neurobasal-A 

supplemented with L-glutamine (2 mM) and B27 (2% v/v). Cells were loaded into the 

culture chambers of devices by pipetting close to the entrance of the channel through the 

emptied wells and incubated for ~1 hour. Wells were filled with medium in a staggered 

process and media was refreshed every 2-3 days by removing half the well volume and 
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replacing with fresh media. Devices were incubated at 37°C/5% CO2 and analysed after 

12-14 days in vitro (DIV). 

3.5.2.2 Immunocytochemistry 

Immunocytochemical staining was performed on cultures as previously described 

[255]. Cells in devices were washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and fixed by 

applying paraformaldehyde (4%) for 10 minutes. Cells were washed with PBS and 

permeabilised by applying 0.01-0.1% Triton-X 100 for 10 minutes. Cultures were then 

incubated with a blocking solution containing foetal bovine serum (5% v/v) and BSA (1% 

w/v) in PBS for 1 hour at room temperature. Primary antibodies were diluted in blocking 

solution (1:500) and incubated with the cultures at 4°C overnight. Antibodies used were 

for ßIII-tubulin (neuronal marker), synaptophysin (synaptic vesicle marker) and glial 

fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP, marker for astrocytes). Cells were then rinsed with PBS 

and incubated with complimentary fluorescently labelled secondary antibodies (diluted 

1:200 in blocking solution) for 1 hour at room temperature. Finally, cells were rinsed with 

PBS and wells were filled with PBS prior to imaging. 
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Chapter 4 

Prediction model of the depth of the 

femtosecond laser micro-milling of 

PMMA  

4.1 Introduction 

The femtosecond laser technology is emerging as a powerful and flexible tool for 

the fabrication of miniaturized polymeric devices, thanks to the micrometric precision 

and the minimum thermal damage on the work piece obtainable through ultrafast laser 

ablation. However, parametrization of femtosecond laser processes is often based on a 

trial and error approach, which requires a lot of expensive experimental efforts.  The 

design of experiment (DoE) approach can offer a methodical way to quickly determine 

the laser process settings limiting the use of resources. Here, an accurate DoE procedure 

has been defined to estimate the influence of the laser repetition rate, pulse energy, 

scanning speed, and hatch distance on the fs-laser micro milling process of PMMA 

specimens in terms of depth of removed material (Dh). It has been shown that the laser 

pulse energy is the parameter that mainly affects the milling depth. A predictive model 

describing the relationship between the response variable depth and the main laser 

parameters is defined and then validated. 

4.2 Statistical approach for laser micromachining 

Laser micro milling consists of removing layer by layer the material from a 

workpiece by laser ablation until the designed shape is achieved. Unlike conventional 

mechanical milling, where the single removed layer depth is an input process parameter 

set at the beginning and the surface quality depends on the employed tools, in fs-laser 

milling these features depend on several laser parameters such as laser pulse energy and 

repetition rate, pulse duration, scanning speed and hatching pattern. When collateral 

thermal damages (i.e. recast layers, burrs, spatters and microcracks) to the material 
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substrate are not an issue, cheaper and more affordable laser sources with “short” pulse 

durations in the nanosecond, microsecond or millisecond range are used.  

Extensive literature has been produced on the study of short-pulsed laser processes 

using trial and error as well as statistical approaches. Campanelli et al. [256] planned a 

full factorial design aiming to study the influence of the main laser parameters on the 

depth and surface roughness of the area milled by laser ablation with nanosecond pulses 

of aluminium–magnesium alloy specimens. In particular, the effect of the pulse repetition 

rate and overlap on the milling depth was studied, finding that the highest ablation depth 

per single layer is obtained when the pulse overlap, and the repetition rate are lower.  In 

their review, Dubey and Yadava [257] have cited several studies which employed the 

Design of Experiments (DoE) to increase the quality of drilling, cutting, and micro milling 

of several materials, i.e. metals and ceramics, using a Nd:YAG nanosecond laser source. 

Teixidor et al. [ref 302][258] presented a multi objective optimization of the nanosecond 

laser micro-milling of cavities on 316L Stainless Steel for the development of drug eluting 

stents (DES). They used a DoE approach to improve the reproducibility of laser milled 

cavities of different geometries by optimizing the pulse energy, pulse frequency, and scan 

speed.  Leone et al. [259] also used the DoE to study the milling of aluminium oxide 

(Al2O3) plates with a nanosecond fiber laser, aiming to find the relationship between the 

working parameters, the surface quality and the material removal rate. They found a linear 

dependence of the milled-area depth on the released energy; moreover, the maximum 

achievable depth was found to be also affected by the scan speed and the hatch distance. 

Recently, laser ablation with “ultrashort” laser pulses in the femtosecond (fs) and 

picosecond (ps) range, is gaining momentum in the field of micromachining. Thanks to 

its peculiar laser-matter interaction timescale, such technology allows minimizing the 

thermal load to the material thus providing ablated features with sharp edges and free 

from burrs, recast layers and microcracks [175].   In addition, fine control of the removal 

rate is possible, which improves the achievable precision and the reproducibility of the 

micromachining processes [260]. With femtosecond laser sources it is also possible to 

structure dielectric materials that are usually transparent to the irradiation wavelength. 

Indeed, when intense ultrashort pulses are tightly focused into the bulk material, non-

linear absorption phenomena are promoted, which cause absorption of the laser energy 

[261].  Therefore, the precise structuring [262], milling [263] and joining [174] of 
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polymers and glass, which are materials widely used for the fabrication of biomedical 

micro-device, is possible with femtosecond laser ablation.  

However, the fs-laser processes require an accurate study and optimization of the 

laser parameters in order to guarantee the reliability necessary to promote the use of this 

technology on an industrial scale. Often such studies are performed using a trial and error 

approach. In particular, a few studies are available in literature on the ultrafast laser 

machining of transparent polymeric materials for microfluidic applications. Cheng et al. 

[264] used a trial and error approach for the rapid prototyping of polymethylmethacrylate 

(PMMA) LOC by direct laser writing. Suriano et al. [192] performed an extensive 

investigation of the properties of microfluidic channels ablated by femtosecond laser. 

They studied the thermoplastic polymers more used for microfluidics, i.e. PMMA, 

polystyrene (PS), and cyclic olefin polymer (COP), concluding that, due to its stable 

molecular structure, PMMA is the most suitable thermoplastic material for fs-laser 

milling of microfluidic channels. De Marco et al. [265] studied the effect of the laser 

fluence on the chemical and physical properties of ablated PMMA surface. They observed 

a change in wettability when a porous microscale morphology was induced by the laser 

irradiation.  

Very few studies have extensively investigated the fs-laser machining of 

transparent polymers using a statistical approach based on DoE and ANOVA analysis. 

Gomez et al. [266] have investigated the femtosecond laser ablation of polymers and glass 

using a Ti:sapphire laser source aiming to fabricate microfluidic networks comprising 

channels, reservoirs, and through-holes. A very simplified DoE was performed on PMMA 

and 12 channels were microstructured corresponding to three different laser fluence 

values and four scanning speeds. After this study, micro-channels with desired width and 

depth with an error below 5 μm and good-quality finishing were fabricated.  

Understanding more deeply the relationship between the fs-laser parameters and 

the ablation depth and/or surface quality for the micro-milling of transparent polymers 

would reduce the number of expensive and time-consuming empirical tests necessary for 

the assessment of this technology for the fabrication of microfluidic disposable devices 

for biomedical applications. 

Here, an in-depth study of the fs-laser micro milling of PMMA has been carried 

out. The DoE was used to study the influence of the main laser parameters involved in 
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the micro-milling process on the depth of removed material (Dh), trying to find and 

evaluate a statistical prediction model describing this relationship.   

4.3 Experimental procedure 

A 2-level full factorial Design of Experiments has been carried out in order to 

analyse the effect of each main factor involved in the PMMA fs-laser milling on the 

response variable depth.  

In Table 4.1, the laser process parameters taken into account in the experimentation 

are listed, with their central point, higher and lower values.  

 

Table 4.1: Fs-laser main process parameters and process window to be investigated 

Factors 
Abbreviatio

n 
Description Fs-laser parameters range 

   Low 

level (-1) 

Central 

point 

High level 

(+1) 

Rep. rate A 
Repetition rate 

[kHz] 
10 25 40 

Pulse 

energy 
B 

Energy for impulse 

[µJ] 
6.5 7.8 9.1 

Scan. speed C 
Scanning speed 

[mm/s] 
5 15 25 

Hatch dist. D 
Hatch distance 

[µm] 
1 3 5 

 

The experimentation has been divided into three phases: i) a preliminary phase to 

define the minimum number of replicas through the Power analysis; ii) an experimental 

plan that was including the main factors for identifying a predictive model; iii) a 

validation phase to test the prediction capability of the model. The software used for the 

statistical analysis was Minitab®18. 

The Power is defined as the probability to identify the smallest difference between 

the factor levels with highest and lowest means. The right number of replicas for the 
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design plan give the chance to identify smaller differences. The goal is the detection of 

the smallest difference with practical consequences on the application we are interested 

in. Defining a power value of 0.9 can be considered a good target to detect such 

difference, because it means that there is a 90% chance of identifying a difference 

between the factor settings [267].  

In order to assess the variability of the fs-laser machine, the laser micro milling 

process of PMMA has been repeated three times using the central point parameters (see 

Table 4.1). The machine was turned off after each operation and waited an hour before 

the subsequent trial. The measured depths, and the mean value with its standard deviation, 

are reported in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Plan of experiment to define the standard deviation of the fs-laser machine 

Values Description Depth  [µm] 

T1 First trial 67 

T2 Second trial 68 

T3 Third trial 65 

mean Mean value 66.8 

StDev Standard deviation 1.5 

 

 
Figure 4.1: Power curves for general full factorial design: the maximum 

difference value highlighted is the smallest variation of depth that we can 

appreciate using 2 replicas with a power of 90%. 
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In Figure 4.1, the synthesis of the Power analysis using Minitab®2018 for a two-

level full factorial design is reported. Here, the power curves from 1 up to 8 replicas, 

obtained after setting the number of factors and the standard deviation of the process, are 

plotted. The value of the standard deviation was obtained from the machine variability 

test reported in Table 4.2. From Figure 4.1, it can be noticed that a number of replicas 

equal to two is already sufficient to get an acceptable difference of 1.84 m with a power 

of 90%. 

Therefore, a two-level, four-factors full factorial design with two replications, as 

defined with Power analysis (Figure 4.2) has been implemented, for a total amount of 32 

fs-laser micromachined pockets.  

The randomized plan has been divided into two blocks, as many as the replicas. A 

block is a categorical variable introduced in a factorial plan to help explaining the 

variations in the response variable that are not directly related to the factors. Each block 

of experiments has been performed on consecutive days in order to evaluate if the day 

was a source of variability (nuisance factor). Finally, 3 replications of the central point 

(ct pt) have been executed for each block, for a total of 6 replicated central points, to 

evaluate the curvature effect (lack of fit of linear regression model) and to allow an 

independent estimate of error [267].  

In Figure 4.3, the PMMA samples with the micromachined regions are shown. The 

38 pockets have been micromachined following the procedure described in Chapter 3, 

section 3.3.1.1 and exploiting the laser parameters provided by the full factorial plan. A 

microscopic magnification of two pockets has been also provided in the inset. 

Figure 4.2: Cube plot of the full factorial plan 
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Figure 4.3: Image of the PMMA plates with the 38 pocket 

micromachined for different processing conditions. In the inset the 

optical image of 2 micromachined areas 

4.4 Results and discussions 

4.4.1 Full Factorial plan 

In Figure 4.4, the depth measurements for both the replications are reported (the 

values of the second replication are overlapped to the equivalent ones of the first 

replication so that a comparison is possible). The repetition capability for the response 

variable depth is high since the standard deviation between the two replications for each 

of the depth measurements is minimal and even negligible in most cases. This means that 

the response of the process is reliable in the range observed. 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of depth measurements for the two replications 

of Full Factorial Design  

The analysis of the central point replicated in the two blocks is reported in Figure 

4.5.  The within variability for the two blocking days is comparable and acceptable 

(Figure 4.5(a)). The variability between the blocking days, with a standard deviation of 

1.8 m, is in line with the variability of the machine measured and reported in the previous 

section, which is 1.5 m. 

 

Figure 4.5: Center points (ct pt) analysis to estimate the within and 

between variability    
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The Figure 4.6 evidences the main factors affecting the response variable depth. As 

shown in the Main Effect Plot in Figure 4.6 (a), the block is not affecting the response 

variable, which means that, as seen in Chapter 3 section 3.4.2, the process is not 

influenced by the day. On the other hand, all the main factors are interested in the process 

even if, for the Analysis of Variance (see Table 4.3), the pulse energy has an Adjust Sum 

of Squares (Adj SS) that is significantly higher than the others. The interaction plot 

confirms the higher influence of the pulse energy on the process. In fact, in Figure 4.6 (b) 

all the significant interactions involve the pulse energy, i.e. the interactions repetition 

rate-pulse energy (AB), pulse energy- scanning speed (BC) and pulse energy-hatch 

distance (BD). Based on these results, a model reduction was operated based on p-value 

evaluation of the Analysis of Variance as reported in the Table 4.3. In fact, a low p-value 

suggests that the sample under examination provides enough evidence that the null 

hypothesis can be rejected for the entire population. The main factors and the significant 

interactions that will be part of the final reduced prediction regression model can be easily 

identified. It is worth to mention that the adjusted R-squared of the reduced linear model 

is 95.07%, which means that the linear model well describes the behaviour of the response 

variable. A further element that confirms this assumption is the value of the Curvature in 

the Analysis of Variance (Table 4.3), which presents a p-value of 0.891, which indicates 

that quadratic effects are negligible. 
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Figure 4.6: (a) Main effect plot of factors affecting the response variable 

depth, (b) interaction plot of factors affecting the response variable 

depth (for units of measurement refer to Table 4.1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(

a) 

(

b) 
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Table 4.3: Extract of the Analysis of Variance for the reduced model 

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 

Blocks 1 0,3 0,32 0,01 0,909 

Linear 4 7102 1775,5 73,91 0,000 

rep.rate [kHz] 1 2313,9 2313,86 96,32 0,000 

pulse energy [µJ] 1 5736,1 5736,12 238,77 0,000 

scan speed [mm/s] 1 1152,3 1152,27 47,96 0,000 

hatch dist. [µm] 1 1804,5 1804,52 75,11 0,000 

2-Way Interactions 3 1002,6 334,2 13,91 0,000 

rep.rate* pulse energy 1 740,5 740,53 30,82 0,000 

pulse energy *scan speed 1 132,9 132,86 5,53 0,027 

pulse energy *hatch dist. 1 319,5 319,49 13,3 0,001 

Curvature 1 0,5 0,46 0,02 0,891 

 

Finally, in Figure 4.7 it has been verified that the hypothesis of normality 

(hypothesis that the data come from a normally distributed population) cannot be rejected. 

Analysing the standardized residuals (Figure 4.7(b)), we can see that all the plots belong 

to the interval [-3; +3], and no outliers are detected. The test for equal variance indicates 

that the hypothesis of homogeneity of variances cannot be rejected, as confirmed by the 

p-value of 0.626 of the Bartlett test (Figure 4.8), which is a test used to verify the 

homoscedasticity and that is sensitive to deviations from normality [267]. 

The following Regression Equation, defined in Uncoded Units, has been exploited 

to predict the milling depth as a function of the process parameters: 

depth = -42, 6 - 1, 401 A + 14, 69 B + 0, 939 C + 7, 20 D + 0, 2613 AB - 0, 2092 

BC – 1.490 BD + ɛ          (4.1) 

where ɛ is a value linked to the central point (CtPt) and that is evaluated as 

+0.79CtPt.  

The predictive capabilities of the model of Equation 4.1. are discussed in the next 

section. 
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Figure 4.7: (a) Normal probability plot of standardized residuals, (b) 

plot of standardized residuals (SRES) versus fits (FITS), block, and main 

factors (for units of measurement refer to Table 4.1) 
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Figure 4.8: Bartlett test for equal variance (reliable only for normal 

data). Units of measurement are reported in Table 4.1 

4.4.2 Validation of prediction model 

The regression model identified in the previous section (see Equation 4.1) has been 

used to predict the Confidence Interval (CI) and the Prediction Interval (PI) of the milling 

depth in three points out of the full factorial plan. The CI and PI identified by Minitab are 

reported in the Table 4.4. An experimentation plan based on 2 trials for each prediction 

point has been executed and the results of depth measurements are reported in the same 

Table 4.4 and compared with CI and PI. The depth values of both trials for all the three 

points fall within the prediction interval (PI). In the case of the second point the measured 

depth values fall even within the confidence interval (CI), which is more stringent than 

the prediction interval. Whereas, for points 1 and 2 the related values do not fall in the CI 

even though they are not so far from its lower limit. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

the results of the validation test demonstrate the good predictive ability of the regression 

model for the milling depth. 
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Table 4.4: Validation of prediction model based on comparison between experimental trials 

results and confidence and prediction interval identified with Minitab 

Variable Settings of point 1 Settings of point 2 Settings of point 3 

Rep.rate (A) [kHz] 20 30 20 

Pulse energy (B) [µJ] 8,9 6,8 7 

Scan speed (C) [mm/s] 10 20 5 

Hatch dist. (D) [µm] 2 4 2 

Minitab Prediction 

of depth values [µm] 

CI PI CI PI CI PI 

(82; 88) (74; 95) (43; 50) (36; 57) (56; 63) (49; 70) 

Experimentation       

Trial 1 depth value 

[µm] 
81 45 53 

Trial 2 depth value 

[µm] 
79 44 53 
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Chapter 5 

Smart procedure for the femtosecond laser-

based fabrication of polymeric lab-on-a-

chip for tumor cells capturing 

5.1 Introduction 

In this section, the developing and testing of a new smart procedure for the 

microfabrication of a PMMA LoC for cells capturing by exploiting fs-laser technology, 

mechanical micro milling and solvent assisted thermal bonding is described. PMMA is 

one of the most used polymers in microfluidics because of its optical, mechanical and 

chemical characteristics, such as transparency, good thermal stability, chemical inertness 

and high hydrophobicity, as well as for its mechanical stability for use in laser ablation 

and micro milling processes [268]. 

Starting from a CAD file, the combination of fs-laser ablation and micro milling 

manufacturing technologies offers ample adaptability to rapidly create and test different 

fluidic designs and optimize the cells capturing strategy, taking advantage of the 

micrometric precision and high flexibility of the ultrashort pulses micromachining but 

maintaining a sustainable cost per piece.  

An easy and cost-effective thermally solvent assisted bonding method for assembling 

the polymeric chips is also presented. The procedure, established for PMMA-PMMA and 

based on the use of common solvents, low temperatures and low pressures, makes it 

possible to obtain strong adhesion and robust devices, without affecting the shape of the 

fabricated microchannels.  

As a proof of application, the device has been used for capturing tumor cells from a 

mixture containing blood cells. To this aim, after fabrication of serpentine micro-

channels, an “in-flow” biological functionalization of their inner walls was performed 

using Anti-Epcam antibodies, which are able to distinguish cancer from non-cancer cells 

by recognizing the antigen of the epithelial membrane of the oral carcinoma cells and 

blocking them on the channel walls. The serpentine shape of the channels allows a 

prolonged path of the sample helping in maximizing the interactions cells/antibodies. 
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5.2 Fabrication of LOC device 

The first step in the realization of the device was the CAD design of its elements 

which was then transferred in machine-code to the fabrication instruments used. Figure 

5.1 (a and b) schematically illustrates the proposed geometry. Some different 

architectures of the device were designed and tested in order to optimize parameters of 

fabrication, bonding and final application. Here, the final layout of the device is presented, 

which is based on a serpentine microchannel with a square cross section of 100 μm per 

side and a total length of 180 mm to increase the active path and therefore the probability 

of capturing cells. Two PMMA substrates were used in order to minimize the dimensions 

of the assembled device and to gain in transparency. The upper substrate (Figure 5.1a) 

was machined separately on the two faces. On the lower face the serpentine-shaped 

channel was fabricated by fs-laser ablation and gently removing the material layer-by-

layer until reaching the depth designed with micrometric precision. The layer-by-layer 

milling procedure was performed superimposing two perpendicular scanning patterns. 

The lateral distance between two parallel scanning lines was 5 μm. A repetition rate of 

R.R. 50 kHz, a pulse energy of 12 μJ, and a scan speed of 40 mm/s were selected based 

on the results of the statistical study described in chapter 4.  

On the upper face the inlet/outlet drilled holes were micro-milled.  The bottom layer 

was a flat and smooth PMMA substrate with 1mm thickness, just used to seal the bottom 

of the channel (Figure 5.1a). 1mm thickness was hard enough to seal the device without 

bending as well as offered a good microscopic imaging.  
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Figure 5.1: (a) modules of the PMMA device: the upper layer has been 

milled by both sides to obtain femtosecond pulse-shaped serpentine on 

the bottom and micro milling machine inlet/outlet holes on the top. A flat 

slice of PMMA sealed the serpentine channel; (b) architecture of the 

assembled device. 

The inlet/outlets were obtained through a mechanical micro milling machine mounting 

a 400 μm tool, after careful alignment with the serpentine ends on the opposite face. The 

air-cooled milling was accomplished at a feed rate of 100 mm/min and spindle speed of 

20.000 RPM according to Reichenbach [142]. Inlet/Outlets were concentric cylinder 

holes that fit perfectly with the external and internal dimensions of the capillary, therefore 

making no additional glue or gaskets necessary for the watertight seal. From the center of 

these cylinders, channels of 600 μm in diameter and 5 mm in length have been realized, 

which allow the fluids injected from the opposite face to reach the serpentine. 

Figure 5.2a shows a stereoscopic image of the micromachined serpentine. In Figure 

5.2b a particular of the device is highlighted. The edge of the channel showed no cracks, 

burrs or recast layers that could hinder the sealing procedure. The bottom part of the 

channel had a roughness Ra of about 3 μm. This value was negligible compared to the 

channel height, therefore it did not affect the fluidic transport of the cells. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: (a) Stereoscopic image of the laser micromachined sample. 

(b) A microscopic 3D detail of the serpentine channel (magnification 

10x).  

b 
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5.3 Bonding and functionalization of the device 

Several cost-effective bonding techniques have been introduced to seal 

micropatterned PMMA substrates. Among them, SU-8 2010 negative photoresist assisted 

thermal bonding with glass and direct adhesive bonding using PDMS and plastic cell 

phone screen protector have been proposed. However, since PDMS was found to detach 

from the PMMA slice after few days this bonding cannot be considered for commercial 

purposes. The commercially available cell phone screen protector had a thickness of about 

100 µm. When goes for the mass production of the device by injection molding method, 

it is found to be very difficult to produce mold at this small thickness. While sealing of 

micropatterned PMMA with glass substrate by photoresist assisted thermal bonding 

showed leakages at some contacting points thus questioning the bonding strength. In this 

scenario a cheap, simple, fast and deformation free method for bonding of two PMMA 

substrates is desirable.  

In this work, an isopropyl alcohol assisted thermal bonding method has been 

developed to assemble the microfluidic device. The hot isopropyl alcohol was deposited 

in protected environment on the flat substrate. The two PMMA slices were then put 

together blocking the position with clamps and immediately transferred in oven.  

Once the device was assembled it was connected to the micro pumping system by 

capillary tubes (Figure 5.3a) and the in-flow functionalization was performed through the 

serpentine, followed by optical microscope monitoring (sequence in Figure 5.3b). The 

complete transparency of the device improved also the reproducibility of the assay and 

allowed the online monitoring of the flow injection.  Sequence of solutions were injected 

in the serpentine channels starting from Aptes 5% in ethanol. This step resulted in the 

incorporation of amine functionality and hydrophilization of the PMMA surface. PMMA 

was grafted by condensation reaction of the surface with sylanol group of Aptes, creating 

Amine-functionalized PMMA (PMMA-NH2). This made the PMMA channels 

hydrophilic, allowing the easier flowing of following water-based solutions. After a 

washing step with water, Glutaraldehyde 0.05% was subsequently injected, which, 

interacting with the amine-activated group produced PMMA-Glutaraldehyde. The latter 

underwent, in the following phase, an imine coupling reaction with amine group of the 

antibody, thus achieving immobilization of the Anti- EpCAM antibody [269][270].  
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Figure 5.3: (a) Image of final device with microfluidic connection and 

micropump. (b) Monitoring of flow into microchannels under optical 

microscope. The sequence of bubbles generated during injection allows 

to follow the serpentine channel functionalization. Scale bar: 100 μm. 

5.4 CTC capture experiments 

The microfluidic device has been tested to capture cancer cells from a mixture of 

normal and tumor cells. For this reason, in the last step, the Anti-EpCAM antibody has 

been immobilized, which is able to recognize human EpCAM, a membrane biomarker 

that is typically present on the surface of epithelial-type cancer cells [271][272]. With a 

view to demonstrate the effectiveness of the device, the culture medium samples have 

been spiked with two different population of cells (blood and tumor cells) in order to 

simulate a complex real sample. In particular, Jurkat cells (blood derived cells) and 

OECM-1 Human Oral Squamous Carcinoma cell line (Epithelial-like cells from human 

oral cancer) were used. 5 ml suspensions of cells containing 106 cells/ml from Jurkat line 

and 104 cells/ml from OECM-1 line have been prepared separately. Cell suspensions were 

allowed to slowly flow through the serpentine microchannel with a flow rate of 8 μl/min. 

The low velocity of the fluid, the size of the channel and its serpentine shape have been 

a 

b 
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optimized to maximize cell interactions with the internal walls, where antibodies fixed on 

the surface can recognize cells expressing the membrane epithelial antigen.    

In the case of Jurkat cells, no or very few cells were identified in the channels after a 

washing step with PBS solution (Figure 5.4). Jurkat cells indeed did not express EpCAM 

antigen on the surface of cell membrane, thus they could not be recognized and fixed by 

antibodies immobilized on channels’ walls. In order to demonstrate the presence of Jurkat 

cells in the serpentine, a hole in the channel was opened during the experiment, where 

they quickly accumulated, dragged by fluidic forces (Figure 5.5). The hole was introduced 

in the middle of the channel because the outlet was far and was connected to the tubes. 

The hole was made before injecting the cells but after the functionalization of the chip 

and repeated the experiment by cleaned up the debris just to demonstrate the presence of 

Jurkat cells indeed the hole is not a part of the final chip. Since the Jurkat cells won’t 

attached to the channel, they were flow away.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: PMMA microchannels after flowing of Jurkat cells and 

subsequent washing step in PBS. No or few cells are visible into the 

microchannel. Scale bar: 100 μm  
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Figure 5.5: Jurkat cells at the outlet of the device. Scale bar: 100 μm 

In the case of OECM-1 suspension of cells, instead, a high number was captured on 

the inner walls, adhering to the surface also after a PBS washing step. As demonstrated 

by Figure 5.6, cells are clearly visible through the transparent PMMA device, confirming 

the possibility of such a tool to be used as a diagnostic instrument to immobilize and 

discriminate cancer cells from normal blood cells.  

 

Figure 5.6: PMMA microchannel after flowing with OECM-1 cells and 

subsequent washing step with PBS. A high number of cells are captured 

on the inner surface of channel. 

As it can be seen from high magnification pictures, some wrinkles are evident 

outside the channel. This is a typical issue occurring with solvent-assisted bonding of 

thermoplastic materials, and they are probably due to the stress induced by the 

combination of solvent and temperature treatments, as reported in literature [273]. In 
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many cases, the presence of cracks is so pronounced that the structure of channels is 

affected, limiting the applicability of the device. In this case, wrinkles were present only 

on the surface of the device outside the serpentine, due to the fact that only the flat PMMA 

substrate was spin-coated with isopropanol and not the upper layer (Figure 5.1a). In this 

way, the isopropanol never touched the channels during bonding but acted just on the 

unmodified portions of the milled plate, which were those that supported adhesion.   

5.5 Discussion 

  Here, a microfluidic PMMA device has been realized and its capability to capture 

tumor cells were tested directly in flow. A smart and cost effective fabrication procedure 

was employed, based on three steps: (i) fabrication of the microfluidic network using an 

hybrid micro-manufacturing platform which combines fs-laser and mechanical micro 

milling technologies; (ii) assembly and sealing of the device using a facile and low-cost 

thermal and solvent-assisted bonding method; (iii) in-flow and on-chip functionalization 

of the obtained microchannels.  

The adoption of this procedure allows to easily prototype devices for many different 

applications. The whole volume of sample contained in a given moment into the channel 

was very low (few microliters), but considering the in-flow operation, this configuration 

is useful for the on-chip collection of rare cells and the enrichment of the sample starting 

from higher volumes. The same device presented here can be used in a plethora of 

interesting contexts, as it is a valuable tool not only for the mere study of cells but also 

for on-site diagnostics, if embedded in a more complex setup.  

The hybrid micro-fabrication platform takes advantage from the combination of two 

advanced manufacturing technologies such as ultrafast laser micromachining and 

mechanical micro milling that are both extremely flexible and particularly suitable for 

rapid prototyping of customizable LOCs. While fs-laser ablation, being non-contact, 

allows fabrication of complex geometrical features with negligible collateral damage of 

the surrounding material and, in addition, provides micrometric precision thanks to the 

possibility of focusing the laser radiation in a diffraction limited spot, mechanical micro 

milling enables to significantly reduce processing times especially when manufacturing 

larger and simply features, such as holes, that do not require high levels of precision. 
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An easy and noteworthy low-cost bonding method has been also described, in which 

neither glues or additional gaskets are required nor a disruptive process with aggressive 

solvents or temperatures. The choice of PMMA as the material to build the entire device 

is of strong interest for its feature of being inexpensive and particularly suitable for 

industrial exploitation. In comparison with other polymers used for the manufacture of 

microfluidic devices PMMA is stiffer and therefore ensures better mechanical stability, 

reproducibility and durability of the microfluidic network. 

Moreover, the complete transparency of the device has been preserved throughout the 

fabrication, allowing the perfect alignment during multi-step procedures and the real time 

monitoring of experiments. This is of crucial importance to check the correct filling of 

channels and to follow all the steps of experiments under a microscope lens. 

As a proof of concept, the assembled device was used as a tool for circulating tumor 

cells detection. CTC number in blood is highly variable, depending on the stage and 

aggressivity of a tumor, but their detection at an early stage is considered as a key factor 

for clinicians’ decision-making. This kind of analysis falls within liquid biopsy, aiming 

at the development of always less invasive methods of analysis and to increase patient’s 

compliance. In order to build up a tool for CTC detection, the microfluidic channel was 

realized through rapid prototyping methods and functionalized it with Anti-EpCAM 

antibodies, able to bind a membrane protein highly expressed on the surface of most 

epithelial malignant tissues [274]. The recognized EpCAM antigen has a regulatory 

function in cell-cell adhesion strength and tissue plasticity and plays an important role in 

epithelial cells proliferation and differentiation and is considered as a useful tool for 

research of epithelial cells, cancer diagnostics and prediction of disease progression 

[272].  

Microfluidics was used to both functionalize and capture human Oral Squamous 

Carcinoma Cells from spiked suspension of OECM-1 cell culture medium, thus 

simulating a condition in which a sample may contain few tumor cells into a big amount 

of blood healthy cells. Blood derived cells flow into serpentine channel without being 

recognized by capture antibodies able to bind only cancer cells. The starting volume of 

the sample was 5 ml, thus demonstrating that the device, which contains a total volume 

of 2 μl, can be used also for the enrichment and concentration of diluted solutions. This 

result is of high impact in the field of liquid biopsy where this kind of cells are present in 
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a very low number and collecting them in a little volume or space means the possibility 

to have consistent biological material for further analysis. 
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Chapter 6 

Microfabrication of polymeric lab-on-a-

chip for neuronal cell culturing 

6.1 Introduction  

In this section, several microfluidic devices have been fabricated on PMMA to 

study the primary hippocampal cell culture. The devices have been fabricated exploiting 

two methods, namely femtosecond laser ablation and hot embossing technique. The 

design of the device, which is a compartmentalized structure, has been chosen from the 

previous works [275][276]. Compartmentalized microfluidic devices (CMDs) have been 

shown (cite) to be highly advantageous to understand the complex network circuit in the 

Central Nervous System (CNS). More interestingly, it has been used to understand the 

communication between peripheral neurons and non-neuronal tissues. Communication 

between neurons and different cell populations is of massive interest to understand how 

the nervous system controls tissues, both in homeostatic and pathological conditions 

[277]. Furthermore, CMD design gives more control over the cellular microenvironment 

with the ability to create distinct regions to mimic in vivo conditions and offers also the 

possibility to culture different cell types in different compartments. 

The growth of the neuronal cells in both fs-laser ablated and hot embossed LOC 

devices have been realised by staining using immunocytochemistry, particularly primary 

hippocampal cells were used for culturing.  

6.2 Fabrication of the device 

6.2.1 Device design 

A compartmentalised microfluidic platform for cell culture is shown in Figure 6.1. 

It incorporates a physical barrier with embedded microchannels separating two mirror 

compartments of big channels, that can polarize the growth of central nervous system 

(CNS) axons into a fluidically isolated environment under the help of hydrostatic 

pressure.  
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Figure 6.1: Compartmentalised device design for cell culture 

More precisely, the device consists of two parallel big channels (8 mm long, 2 mm 

wide and 100 µm deep) which are fed by open inlet and outlet wells at each end of the 

channels. The area between the two parallel channels is bridged by an array of 100 micro 

channels (500µm long, 10 µm wide and 8 µm deep) allowing both axons and dendrites to 

enter and form synapses with the opposing culture. 

6.2.2 Laser ablated device 

The CAD drawing of the previously proposed design was transferred in machine 

code of the femtosecond laser galvo-scan head to fabricate the device for cell culture 

(Figure 6.2a). The array of microchannels (Figure 6.2b) were fabricated using the Pharos 

laser system described in the Chapter 3, section 3.3.1.2. A repetition rate of 0.625 KHz, 

a pulse energy of 0.017 µJ and a scan speed of 1 mm/s have been chosen as the laser 

parameters to mill the microchannel arrays after a series of optimization tests.  In order 

to obtain 500 µm long, 8 µm deep and 10 µm wide microchannels the laser beam was 

focused to the 1 mm thick PMMA substrate through a 2.5 cm focal length convex lens.  

The two big channels for the cell culture were fabricated using the TruMicro 5050 Femto 

Edition laser. 8 mm long, 2 mm wide and 100µm deep channels were milled by 

superimposing two perpendicular scanning patterns with 5µm lateral distance between 

parallel scan lines. A repetition rate of R.R. 50 kHz, a pulse energy of 12μJ, and a scan 

speed 40 mm/s were selected as the laser parameters for milling thanks to the statistical 

study described in chapter 4. Furthermore, 8mm diameter inlet/outlet wells were drilled 
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at each end of the big channels using the mechanical micro milling machine. The 8 mm 

dimension was chosen to ensure enough fluid input into the culturing channels.  

 

 

Figure 6.2: (a) Laser ablated device for neuronal cell culture. (b) 

microscopic image of the microchannels in between the big cell culture 

channels. 

6.2.3 Hot embossed device 

6.2.3.1 Master mold preparation 

The EpoxyAcast 690 master was prepared from a PDMS mold that was cast from 

a prepatterned silicon master using soft lithography. A mixture of PDMS and curing agent 

was prepared in a 10:1 ratio and poured into the micropatterned silicon master, placed in 

a petri dish. A thorough degassing was applied by using a desiccator to remove the 

bubbles inside the PDMS cast and put inside a preheated oven for 2 hours and 30 minutes 

at 80°C. The PDMS was demoulded from the silicon master after the petri dish was cooled 

down to the room temperature. The PDMS cast obtained was then used as the master 

mold for EpoxyAcast 690 casting. A mixture of EpoxyAcast 690 and curing agent was 

prepared in a 7:3 ratio and slowly poured into the PDMS master mold. The degassing was 

performed to remove any trapped bubbles between uncured EpoxyAcast 690 and PDMS 

cast and it was left for 48 hours at room temperature (22°C). After 48 hours, a solid cross-

linked EpoxyAcast 690 master for hot embossing was obtained by detaching it from the 

PDMS mold.  
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6.2.3.2 Hot embossing of the device 

The previously fabricated micropatterned EpoxyAcast 690  master mold and a 5 

mm thick  PMMA flat substrate were heated to different loading temperatures 𝐿𝑇 (from 

130°C to 150°C) above the glass transition temperature of PMMA (𝑇𝑔=120°C) under 

various pressure loads (loading pressure𝐿𝑃, 0.2 ton to 0.3 ton) for 15 minutes. Afterwards, 

the loading temperature has been decreased by maintaining the pressure load and leaving 

the system for 1 hour to reach room temperature (22°C). Once the master-sample set was 

cooled, the pressure was release by the valve and the sample was picked out from the 

machine. The imprinted PMMA substrate was demolded from the EpoxyAcast 690 

master by hand. Inlet and outlet holes with 4 mm diameters were drilled by a mechanical 

drill machine. Several types of microchannels (Figure 6.3 a & b) have been realised by 

changing the channel patterns in the master mold. Figure 6.4 shows a picture of the whole 

device where the microchannels were 500 µm long, 8 µm deep, while the big channels 

were 8 mm long, 2 mm wide and 100µm deep.  

 

 

Figure 6.3: Microscopic image of the different types of hot embossed 

microchannels in between the 2 big cell culture channels (a) leaf type 

microchannels (b) straight microchannels 
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Figure 6.4: Hot embossed device for neuronal cell culture 

Since EpoxyAcast 690 master mold is reusable it was used numerous times for the 

replication of the same device. 

6.3 Preparation for cell culture 

Both hot embossed and laser ablated substrates were bonded to a piece of pressure 

sensitive adhesive film to create complete devices. These were exposed to oxygen plasma 

to render the surfaces hydrophilic and sterilised, with 70% ethanol added to prevent 

bubble formation in the channels. Ethanol was removed and the top wells of each device 

were filled with sterile poly-l-ornithine (PLO). This was left for 3 hours and to improve 

cells attachment. The PLO was then removed, and channels rinsed using culture medium. 

Devices were stored in a humidified incubator (37°C, 5% CO2) prior to cell injection. The 

isolation of the hippocampal cells is described in Chapter 3, section 3.5.2.1. 
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6.4 Results and discussion   

 

Figure 6.5: Images taken following immunocytochemical staining after 

12-14 days in vitro of primary hippocampal cells cultured in (a) hot 

embossed and (b) laser ablated PMMA devices. Images are for separate 

cultures. 

From Figure 6.5a, neuronal staining in hot embossed devices reveals cellular 

networks formed between neurons, with obvious III-tubulin staining (green). This 

suggests that PMMA does not hamper growth of primary neuronal cultures. However, 

there are no neurites completely crossing the microchannels and so cells between the two 

culture channels in this example are not connected.  

From Figure 6.5b, neuronal staining in the laser ablated device is less obvious, 

however these results are from cells isolated separately to those in the hot embossed 

device. The differences may be due to a number of reasons relating to the culture or 

staining process, but it is unlikely that laser ablation will have a detrimental impact on the 

cellular growth. Thus, the poor growth of cells is likely due to other factors such as 

infection, poor nutrient exchange relating to media refreshing, differences in cell density, 

or simply with the staining protocol. These factors need to be addressed by further 

investigation.  

Further characterization work is also needed to check whether the hot embossed 

microchannels are not blocked because of clogging during the embossing process. It was 

observed that laser ablation renders the PMMA surface not enough transparent because 

of the increased surface roughness, thus preventing imaging using a light microscope. 

This implies that cells in big channels cannot be monitored immediately after injection 
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thus creating a ‘blind’ culture. However, the preliminary observations have shown that 

primary hippocampal neurons are able to grow and form connections with neighbouring 

cells and remain functional after 14 days in vitro when cultured in PMMA devices. This 

represents an alternative to the traditionally used PDMS devices for cell culture 

applications.  
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Conclusions 

 

In this thesis two prototypes of polymeric lab-on-a-chips were designed, fabricated 

and validated for different biological applications. The rapid prototyping of the LOCs 

was done by femtosecond laser-based procedures.  

In order to avoid a time-consuming trial and error approach for the laser 

microfabrication, an accurate statistical Design of Experiment (DoE) procedure is defined 

to estimate the influence of the laser repetition rate, pulse energy, scanning speed, and 

hatch distance on the fs-laser micro milled depth of the microstructures. Once it was found 

the model describing the relationship between the response variable depth and the main 

laser parameters, as the outcome of the research, two different prototypes of polymeric 

LoCs have been fabricated:  

1. A lab-on-a-chip for capturing circulating tumour (CTC) cells. 

2. A lab-on-a-chip for neuronal cell culturing.  

As part of the fabrication of LoCs a new simple and low-cost bonding technique 

has been also established. 

The CTC capturing device has been realized by a smart microfabrication procedure 

combining femtosecond laser technology and mechanical micro milling. The microfluidic 

device was tested to capture cancer cells from a mixture of normal and tumour cells. 

The LOC for neuronal cell culturing was realized by a compartmentalized structure 

and was fabricated by exploiting two microfabrication methods such as femtosecond laser 

ablation and hot embossing. The growth of the neuronal cells in the polymeric LOC 

devices was realised by staining using immunocytochemistry. 

For all prototypes PMMA was chosen as polymeric substrate. PMMA is a good 

candidate for the LOC fabrication thanks to its low-cost, biocompatibility, nontoxicity, 

and transparency. Moreover, the rigidity of PMMA makes it adequate to high pressures 

applications, where an inflexible structure is to be preferred. 

 

In the statistical Design of Experiment procedure, a two-level full factorial design 

with resolution V [278] has been defined so that main effects are unconfounded with 3-
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factor interactions. Two replicas, as defined by the Power Analysis, based on blocking on 

the day, have been set to evaluate the influence of the day as possible nuisance factor.  

The Factorial design indicated that the pulse energy and its interaction with the 

other variables are the main factors affecting the depth. 

A regression predictive model has been identified and validated in 3 points out of 

the factorial plan. All the depth values of the trials fall within the prediction interval (PI) 

and one of them fall within the confidence interval (CI), which is more restricted than the 

PI, proving the good prediction capability of the regression model.  

The CTC capturing device was realized by a smart microfabrication procedure by 

combining femtosecond laser technology and mechanical micro milling. Even though 

femtosecond laser technology has lot of advantages, it has also some disadvantages. It is 

expensive and not good for structuring large area in less time. The hybrid micro-

fabrication platform took advantages from both the ultrafast lasers and mechanical micro 

milling. The serpentine microchannel with micrometric precision was fabricated by 

femtosecond laser milling with negligible collateral damage of the surrounding material. 

While the inlet/outlet holes, which do not require high level of precision, were fabricated 

using mechanical micro milling. The device was assembled and sealed by using a facile 

and low-cost isopropanol assisted thermal bonding method.  

The functionality of the device was tested to capture human Oral Squamous 

Carcinoma Cells from spiked suspension of OECM-1 cell culture medium. To this 

purpose Anti-EpCAM antibody was immobilized in the serpentine microchannel, which 

was able to recognize human EpCAM.  

Compartmentalized microfluidic devices for neuronal cell culturing were fabricated 

by exploiting two microfabrication methods, in particular femtosecond laser ablation and 

hot embossing. The compartmentalized design consisted of two parallel big channels 

bridged by an array of microchannels. The ability of fs-laser ablated, and hot embossed 

LOCs were assessed by immunocytochemistry for primary hippocampal cell culture.  

The observations showed that primary hippocampal neurons are able to grow and 

form connections with neighboring cells and remain functional after 14 days in vitro when 

cultured in PMMA devices. This represents an alternative to the traditionally used PDMS 

devices for cell culture applications. 
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The results presented in this thesis demonstrated that femtosecond laser-based 

micromachining procedures are very promising for the rapid prototyping of polymeric 

LOC fabrication. One of its strongest characteristics is the versatility and the great 

freedom in designing and fabricating complex 3D microfluidic geometries with high 

precision and reliability. The adoption of hybrid procedures allows to easily prototype 

devices for many different applications. Furthermore, among the large pool of polymers 

PMMA is a great candidate for the fabrication LOCs due to plenty of unique 

characteristics. In particular, the low cost of PMMA opens the door to the mass 

production and commercialization of polymeric LOCs. In the near future polymeric LOCs 

are going to be part of daily life for various applications.  
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